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The objective of a criminal trial is juStice. Is the quest of justice SYllollym(JlIs with the search 
for truth? IiI most cases, yes. Trut/zplld,justice will emergeill a happy\'coillcidellce. But not 
always. Nor should it be thought thqtjU,e j(/dicial process" has 'fJecessarily fqiled if justice" 
and truth do not end up in perfect harmOliy. Such a result may follow from law's delil?erate 
policy. The law says, for example, that q~ \Vife's evidence shall 1I0t be used agaillst her 
husband. If trllth alld 1I0thiirg more were the goal, there would be no place for such a rule. 
For in many cases the wife's testimony wquld add to tire quota of trlllh. But tire law has .. 
regard to olher values also. The sanctity of the marriage relationship counts for somethi'rlg. 
It is shockinB to Ollr moral sense tltat a wife be required to testify against her husband. So, 
rather thdb! this should happen, the law makes its choice between competing values alld 
declares that it is better to close the case wIthOut all fhe available evidence being put on the 
record. We place a ceiling price on truth. It is glorioliS to possess, but flOt at an unlimited. 
cost. "Truth, like all other good Iltiugs. may be loved ullwisely - may be pursued too" 
keenly --:- may cost too much." "" 

o 

(I 

It is justice tlzen that we seek, and witlzin its broad framework we may find the true reasons i~ .-

for the rt!le excluding illdllced cOIIJessioilS, Undoubtedly, as already stated, the maill reasoll,:""- I'\, 
for, excll'rding them is Jhe danger that· they may be untrue. But there are other reasons, \~ .~~~, 
stoutly disclaimed by some judges, openly professed by others, and.si/ellllyacknowledged by J, '~ 
still others - the' last perhaps beillg all installce of all '~illartic(l!ate major premise" playillg L. _,' 
its role ill decisioll-makillg'i These reaSOIlS, all of thePn, are' rooted ill history. They are ' 
touched with memories of torture alld the rack, they are boulld up . with the cause, of 
illdividr~al freedom, alld they reflect a deep concern for the illtegrity of thf!'jlldicial process . 
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. The Honourable Samuel Freedman, 
., formerly Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal 

for the Proyince (If Manitoba, 
" "Admissions and Confe'ssions" in Salhany and Carter, 

Studies ill Canadian Criminal Evidence (1972), 99 
{footnote omitted). 
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Introduction 

An effective police officer must be able.to ask:questions of 
persons that' he believes can assist in the resolutiollc,of a criminal 
investigation: _ There is a moral obligation upon such persons to 
offer any relevant information they may have, but their assistance 
cannot becompelled.1

" Save in circumstances specifically sanc
tioned by statute, police officers hav:e no power to demand answers 
to their questions. 2 Nor can their p6\vers of arrest be ex:ercised 
"solely to detain a person for questioning.3 ,_ 

" 0 ' ~ 

Whil~ the obligation of assistance extends to all Citizens, the 
la.w has long recognized that it would 'be repugnant in principle 'to 
empower agents of the state with authority to compel statements or 
answers from' persons suspe, cted or accused of crime. Such 
'autnority "would grant nothing l~ss than a 'power to' compel 
incriminating admissions or cOnfe~sions of gUilt. The absence of 
aIlyob!igationto~answer·~ qUestions is described p()sitively"~s~tbe= 
right to reIllain silent. In this sense, the, prerogative to . pose 

. questions is matched by' the freedom to keep silence.4 The police 
and thep[osecution cannot ,expect a, suspect or ,ano' accused' to 
assist in the preparati<)ll and proofof their case against him;" I{!, alJ 
adversariaL system of Jaw this principle is as fundamental ~is the 
presumption ofjnnocence.5 ' 

~,' , " :,". ·1 

, A police officer's right to put questions and'a suspect's right 
to~ "I>emain silent signify different interests in the a.dministration of 
cdhtinal justice. The former is essential to' the investigation of 
crime and, accordingly, to public 'security. Tbe latter vouchsafes 
~hY).l~ght of th~ci~ize? not toincri~inatehimseIV) To balance the 
mter~ists that, mhere I? R these twos nghts, the\,c~ITl~??-law courts 
?ev.17~:ppedQ rules of eVIdence to govern the adrru~slbd~ty ()fextra- () 0, 

JUdlCl~1 statemellts; The fulcrum of that balanc~ IS the concept of 
volUlitariness. " " , 
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From jt&;infancy in the eighteenth century to its maturity in 
the twentieth, the principle of voluntariness has been applied as a 
rule of evidence and, a rule of policy. 7 The chief elements of the 
positive rule are. now well defined in Canada and can be surveyed 
with relative dispatch, although the volume of jurisprudence 
provides an abiding reminder that the application of the rule is not 
free from difficulty or ambiguity. By contrast, the policy of the law 
is shot through with controversy. 

This Working Paper is predicated on the belief that it is fair 
and just for statements made to police officers by persons 
suspected or accused of crime to be admitted in evidence if those 
statements were made with an enlightened understanding of the 
consequences that may flow from making/them. While we would 
not inhibit the acquisition of statements 1fom such persons in the 
investigation of crime, we would deny that they are voluntary 
unless it is demonstrated that at' the tIme of their making the 
accused had been apprised of his legal jeopardy. The Commission 
does not accept the view that the voluntariness of a statement 
made by a suspect or an accused can be adequately assessed by a 
retrospective examination of the circumstances of its making unless. 
prescribed rules for the questioning of suspects have been followed. 

Voluntariness is not solely an evidentiary concern. There is a 
procedural dimension to it that comprehends the manner in which 
statements were obtained, received and' recorded. While we 
endorse voluntariness as the test of admissibility , we propose to 
give form . to this procedural dimension. Our recommendations 
would, of course, have significant ramifications with respect to the 
administration' of the voluntariness rule, but the purpose of this 
paper is not to resolve long-standing evidentiary disputes ih Anglo
Canadian law on confessions. With equal respect for the interests 
of effective law enforcement and the interests of persons who are 
suspected of crime, we seek to regularize procedures for taking 
statements. In our proposals we strive for standards that will 
facilitate a determination of the voluntariness, and admissibility, of 
statements given. by suspects to police officers. 

The Government proposes to' renew the voluntariness rule by 
translt~ting it and ancillary rules inio~lygislative form. Clauses 63 to 
72 .of Bill S-33 are thus very important to this paper.8 As 
exp~l;ssions of the Government's l'o.licy, they give some indication 
of the scope for reform in the law of confessions, and indeed there 
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can be no greater bar to radicaL reform than pending or recently
enacted legislation. In its preparation of this paper the Commission 
has assumed that the admissibility of extra-judicial statements 
made by an accused to a person in authority will be governed in 
the future either by the current common-law rules' or by statutory 
rules similar in principle to those set out in Bill S-33. Although the 
provisions of that measure would introduce some changes in the 
law, they are remarkable chiefly for their fidelity to precedent, and 
thus they provide a convenient vehicle by which to review the 
salient characteristics of current. Canadian law on the admissibility 
of confessions. To the extent that they demarcate the natural limits 
to reform, these plt6visions also obviate the necessity for extensive 
historical review of the evolution of the confessions rule at common 
law. In this paper extensive reference is made to the relevant 
provisions of Bill S-33 and to the report of its immediate 
progenitor, the Federal-Provincial Task Force on Uniform Rules of 
Evidence.9 

Reported cases and doctrinal writings provide a library of 
literature on the law and policy governing the admissibility of 
extra·judicial statements. This jurisprudence demonstrates that the 
law of confessions raises questions of policy upon which unanimity 
is impossible and broad consensus ,extremely difficult. This 
Working Paper is not a text on the law of confessions or an. 
academic exercise in comparative law. JO In it the Commission takes 
a position on what it perceives as important issues in the 
interrogation of suspects. OUf objective is a programme of practical 
and workable rules .for. the. conduct .of such questioning. In tlwse 
pages tneCommis-siofliJegln"s :with'aprecis of HIe v'oluntadness 
,rule and a summary of divergent views on its function in Canadian 
criminal law, as expressed in recent 01 lilions delivered by judges 
of the Supreme Court of Canada. Part One, therefore, is 
expository. In Part Two the Commission presents its recommenda
tiOIlS for reform. 

Neither exegesis of the law nor posturing on hard questions of 
policy can prove, and therefore vindicate, the corre0tness of any 
particular initiative in reform of the law. As with other contentious 
topics, dIfferent constituencies in the legal community have 
profoundly different opinions with respect to the Jaw' on the 
questioning of suspects, and we do .not expect that all of'them will 
be satisfied by the programme set out in this paper. As machinery 
for the ~dniinistration of criminal justice, the rules that we propose 
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must stand on their~1;n merits. We believe that they are consistent 
with the Constitution and that; if enacted, they would materially 
improve the law on police interrogation. We also believe that the 
rules ·proposed in'this Working Paper strike a fafr balance between 
the rights of the sllspect and the interests' of the community in the 
administration of criminal justice. " ' " 
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PART ONE 

The 'law 

1. The voluntariness rule 

, , 
, ' 

Interrogation" is Qne of several means by .. which the polic,e 
collect information and evidence. Its importance is manifest in the 
number of cases where a sfatement made in response to questioning 
by the police provides either the only positive evidence available to 
the Crown or evidenc,e that will establish an otherwise weak case 
beyond reasonable, doubt Questioning~ can also dispel suspicions 

,held against innocent persons, Interrogation, in short, isesselltial 
toeffecii,Felaw enforcement.--- -', -., --,,-= ,- - - .- .: .. _ " 

, . 

. 'Unlike other means of coll~cting information, such ,as elec
. tronic surveillance or search and seizure, police interrogation in 
Canada has, never been regUlated by legislation. One reaSon for this 

'. • •••.• 0 _~_QJ§li!!f!iQn is -,-t!l~.L_~~~r£l!~_~!1-ccJ=~wjJ~~taRpj!lg .. Clrt?~.J?Jlllnly in v.~.sJig.~~iYY~ .. =~~= =~_ .. 
, powers Jor .obtaining evidence, Or intelligence, and accordingly 

they. are.generallY subject to a requirement of reasonable and 
probable cause. Another is that the ,execution of these investigative 
techniques implies an invasion of the citizen's private interests. 
Questioning by the police does not necessarily presuppose compli
city in crime on the part of the person questioned, and,it involves 

~ I- , . . ." . ~ no obvious :juvasion:in the sense.suggested by a comparison with 
powers of search or electronic surveillance. A police officer who 

. poses questions d.oes so with no other authority than the freedorrf 
and discretion"that any·citjzenhas toaddres"shimself to another) 
thougb it IS plain tJiat he does So as ·,an agent of the state in the 
fulfilment of specifieQduties. . . 

Some indirecttegulation of police interrogation has) been 
provided by the. rulesL of evidence, aIu;L in p~rticular by the 
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exclusionary rule descending from Ibrahim v. The King ,II In 
Canada, as in most jurisdictions that administer the common law of 
evidence, or some statutory derivative thereof, the rule governing 
the admission of extra-judicial statements as evidence in a crimimtl 
proceeding derives from the opinion given for the Privy Council in 

" that case by Lord Sumner. It derives from a single sentence: 

It ha~"long been established as a positive rule of English criminal 
law, that no statement by an accused is admissible in evidence 
against him unless It is shewn by the prosecution to have been a 
voluntary statement, in the sense that it has not been obtained from 
him either by fear or prejudice or hope of advantage exercised or 
held out by a person in authority. 12 

This statement was adopted as a "positive rule" of Canadian law 
in 1922, when the Supreme Court of Canada decided Prosko v.The 
King,13 and either the dictum or the principle it avers has been 
repeatedly affirmed in subsequent cases. 14 Perhaps because of its 
elegance and economy, Lord Sumner's statement oflhe rule has 
attracted the kind of respect that a ~tattitory ~rovisi(j~mman~s. 
The controversy that surrounds the mterpretatIon of thectin{~sslOn 
rule and its function in the administration of q:jminaljusiice is 
partly due to Lord Sumner himself: the celebrity' of that' single 
sentence has made the rule into som~thing of legal rune on which 
proponents of different policies have fought, with varying results, 
over and over again. 

(, 

Evidence of extra-judicial statements made by an accused to a 
person in authority is by definition a species of hearsay when 
tendered by the prosecution. Accordingly, the provisions of Bill 
S-33 that would govern the admissibility of such statements are 
found among exceptions' to the general ban on hearsay evidence. 
Even as stich, however, extra-judicial statements are presumed 
inadmissible until the prosecution establishes that the statement 
satisfies the special criterion of voluntariness. If such proof is 
made, the statement is g<imissible, although the Bill, like the 
COllunon ,law before it, recognizes in the trial judgeadiscretio.n to 
exclude a statement of tenuous Yldmissibility if its probative value 
is outweighed by its prejudicial effect. 15 Q 

6 

Clauses 63 and 64 state' the,' essential elements of the law: ' , 

'63. In this section and sections ' 
64 to 70, "person in authority" means .. 
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a person having authority over the 
accused in relation to a .criminal pro
ceeding or a person who the accused 
could reasonably have belieyed had that 
authority; 

"voluntary", in relation to a state
ment, means that the statement was not 
obtained by fear of prejudice or hope of 
advantage exercised or held out by a 
person in authority. 

64. A statement, other than one 
to which paragraph 62(1)(f) , (g), (h) or 
(i) applie~that is rnade by an accused 
to a person in authority is not admis
sible at the instance of the prosecution 
at a trial or preliminary inquiry unless 
the prosecution, in a voir dire, satisfies 
the court on a balance of probabilities 
that the statement was voluntary. 

Save for the reduction of. the burden of proof! new and old law 
would coincide in these provisions. As does the common-law rule, 
the statutory rule of voluntariness would apply only when the 
statement in issue was made to a person in authority. The forum 
for determining voluntariness would remain the voir dire, a trial 
upon the issue of admissibility conducted solely by the trier of 
law. 16 Thus, an extra-judicial statement cannot be put to the trier of 
fact or, in the case of a preliminary inquiry17 or trial by judge 
alone,18 weighed by the trier of fact until it has been admitted upou 

. pro<?f of voluntariness. 19 

The principal aspects of the rule as they affect the' questioning 
qf suspects can "be reviewed under four heads: scope, person in 
authority, voluntariness, and burden of proof. 

A. Scope 

No distinction is made in the application of the voluntariness 
rule between inculpatory and exculpatory statements, nor is there 
any distinction betwe~J1 a confession andan admission of any fact 
that is material to a determination of guilt or innocence. 2o There 
are,however, three clear, exempti6ns~from the voluntariness rule 
and the voir dire as applied to extra-judicial statements ,21 , 
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First, after some hesitation,22 ,the Supreme Court of Canada 
ruled in Park v. The Queen that an accused could make an 
enlightened and express waiver of the voir dire, 23 and this decision 
is codified in cl~Ulse 68 of Bill S':33. As such a waiver constitutes 
an admission of voluntariness, the statements can be received 
without further inquiry. No such provision is made in Jhe Bill, but 
the Court ,in Park stipulated that the presiding judge retains a 
discretion to conduct a voir dire, despite the waiver, in order to. 

" ascertain whether the accused understands the nature and effect of 
the waiver given.24 

The second exemption from the requirement of a voir dire 
covers statements that of themselves constitute an offence.25 This 
is as much a point of logic as' of law, and nothing is "said of it in ' 
Bill S-3,3. Statements are acts and thus subject to proof as facts. 
Where such facts 'constitute the gravamen of an offence, a 
requirement for proofof voluntariness would be tantamount to a 
requirement for proof that the offence was voluntarily committed. 
Indeed, if carried to its extreme, it would create a bar to the 
description of the offence. As a conrussion is tendered as proof of 
an' offence, and not alleged as the offence itself, any suggestion 
that a' statement forming part or all of the offence i~self should be 
proved voluntary is absurd, though· the existence of promises or 
threats in such circumstances might conceivably be relevant to 
allegations of a substantive defence of entrapment, provocation or 
self-defence. 

Third, clause' 64 of Bill S-33 declares, by reference to 
subclause 62(1), that the voluntariness rule does not apply to 
certain types of statements. 
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62. CI) The:, following state., 
ments are admissible to prove the truth 
of the matter asserted: 

if) a statement as'" to the 
physical condition of the de
clarant ,at the time the state
ment was Ihade, including a 
statement as to the duratipn 

.. but· not as to the cause of that . 
condition; 

o 

o 

t , . 

o 

. '. -, . 
\~, 

.f o· . 

(g) a statement, made' prior 
'to the occurrence of a fact in 
issue, as to the state of mind 
or emotion of the declarant at 
the time the statement was 
made; 

(h) a spontan~ous statement 
made . in direct reaction to a 
startling event perceived or 
apprehended by the declarant; 

(i) a statement describing or 
explaining an event observed 
or an act performed by the 
declarant, made spontaneously 
at the time the event or act 
occurred. 

This miscellany' combines certain recognized exceptions to the 
hearsay· rule and statements that might have been admissible at 
common law under the doctrine of res gestae. 26 By allowing the 
reception of these statements as proof of their contents, these 
provisions would eradicate the euphemistic jargon of res gestae 
from Canadian law and resolve the uncertainty with regard to the 
fQundation upon which spotltaneous declarations are admissibleY 
They would also eliminate further debate on a question that has 
never been resolved by the Supreme Court of Canada: is a 
statement that forms part 'of the res gestae inadmissible until 
proved voluntary at a voir dire, or, conversely, does an inadmis-

. sible confession become admissible if it can be brought within the 
concept of res gestae? In the Supreme Court the ciearesCcliCta=on'~=':=-'== 
the issue are those of Mr. Justice Dickson in Erven v. The Queen, 
where he said that although confessions and statements forming 
part of the res gestae were admissible upon wholly distinct 
rati6nales, it did not follow that the rules affecting the reception of 
each are mutually exclusive. 

Statem:ents should,mot slipirJ, without a voir dU'e'under the 
pretext that they form part of the ,;es gestae ... ': The rul~s regarding. 
res gestae are substantive rules,,regarding hearsay and the admissibil
ity of evidence. They do not affect the procedure by which decisions 
are to be. made regarding admissibility of statements made to persons 
in authority. Statements constituting part of the res gestae are 
admissible as exceptions· to f!he' general rule excll,lding hearsay. As 
witha.H statements by an accused, "they are subject to the general 
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requirement of voluntariness. In order to determine whether they are 
voluntary, as well as whether they are, in fact, part of the res gestae 
and otherwise admissible, such statements must be considered by the 
judge on a voir dire in the absence of the jury. 28 

By this view an inadmissible confession could never be received 
through the doctrine of res gestae because ,both types of sta~~ment, 
if made to a person in authority, must be proved voluntary at a 
voir dire. Although it is unclear whether the position taken by 
Dickson J. represents the law at the moment,29 it is clear that the 
Government rejected this position in t,~e formulation of Bill S-3~. 
By distinguishing between the two types of statements, and thus 
giving formal recognition to distinct criteria for their admission, the 
provisions of Bill S-33 would bring a measure of in!ellectual rigo~r, 
if not clarity of principle~ to the application of rules in a confused 
area of the law. Thus, if it wer~ enacted, clause 64 would require 
an exercise in classification, and, in order to protect the accused 
against gross prejudice, a voir~dlre would' have to be held in order 
to determine whether the statement in issue falls within the rule or 
one of the enumerated exceptions. If it lies within the former, the 
voir dire must proceed to adeterminationo£ voluntariness; if it lies 
within an exception, it would be admissible.30 

Apart from the three exceptions considered above, the 
admissibility of other extra-judIcial statements is dependent upon 
the prosecution's proof of voluntariness at a voir dire. 31' The 
concept of "statement" generally poses no particular difficulty, 
although it should be noted'that a statement can also take the form 
of assertive conduct. 32 This qualification IS captured in the 

~ definition set out in clause 2 of Bill S-33~_.= 

Hstatement" means an oral ora recorded assertion and includes 
conduct that could reasonably be taken to be intevded as an 
assertion. 

Accordingly., if an investigating officer holds up an item of 
contraband and asks the accused if that contraband is his, a nod of . .'. . . ~ 

the head will suffice as an admission of possession. For pre,sent 
purposes, the effect of the definition of "statement" is to assimilate 
assertive acts to testimonial evidence,~ as opposed to original 
evidence, and thus, when read'together with this definition, clause 
64 would appear to require that assertive conduct in the presence 
of a person in'allthority be proved voluntary at a voir dire before 

"being admitted in evidence at the instance of the Crown.33 
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B. Person in authority 

As noted above, it is a~ essential conditioJl for the application 
of thevoluntariness rule that the statement in issue have been 
given to a person who is recog~ized at law as a person in authority. 
This was the case at common law, and would remain so under Bill 
S-33 . Extra-judicial statements made by the accused to other 
persons are admissible, without proof of voluntariness, as state
ments against interest by a p::irty-litigant. Of course, 'it is in the 
nature of criminal investigation and prosecution that extra-judicial 
statements made to persons~in authority are ~ost ofte~ m~de to 
police officers, but, thy cate\~ory of persons m authonty is n~t 
limited.34 In a pra~tical sefise, therefore, the breadth of thls 
category measures the SCOpy of the rule. In the a~sence of a 
definition the courts have ~'bonsidered as persons in authority , . 
anyone whom the accused might reasonably believe to be in a 
position materially to affect the course of a prosecution against 
him.35 These criteria clearly admit of both broad and, narrow 
interpretations. The paradigm is the person who is directly involved J'~ 
in the apprehension of a suspected offender or in the investigation~;:;~,,) 
or prosecution of an offence.36 The narrowest view would restrict 
this notion even further so as to exclude anyone whose authority 
does not apparently derive from the state.37 The courts, however, 
have not always taken the narrow vie~ and thus it has been he~? 
that employers,38' medical personnel,39 private detectives,40 arid 
victims41 might qualify as persons in authority. Once again, the 
issue depends entirely upon the circumstances of each case. 

it'is'important to note tha't "authority» in this context h~~ 
nothing to do with promises or threats allegedly made by the 
person' to' whom a statement was given, nor with that person's 
ability to make good upon any t~treat or promise; the existenee and 
effect of inducements are only elements in the assessment of 
voluntariness, and not conditiop,s for the application of the ruleY (, 
The central factor in identifying a person in authority is the degree 
of power or control that the accused might reasoriably perceive in 
the person to whom he ma,1<es the statement, although the existence 
of any inducement will "obviously colour his perception in the 
circumstances.43 While the reasonableness of the accused's",belief 
implies an objecti~e criterion in identifying a person in authority, a 
majority of the Supreme Court of Canada ruled in Rothman v. The 
Queen that the test of a' person' in authority was essentially 
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s~bjective,44 and this ryIle of interpretation is set out in clause 70 of 
BIll S-33. " '\ ' ." 

,,-, Wh~re an. accused in" making a statement was unaware that he was 
dea~lIlg WIth. a person in authority, the statement shall .be treated as 
havmg been made to a person other than a person in authority. 

Thus, ~ the accused does not believe that his interlocutor is a 
person In authority, or if he can be dup,~d into believrnt\ttim not to 
be such .a p.erson, the vo~untariness nile does not ap1>~Y. 45 This 
char~ctenzatIOn. of the reqUlremept for a person in authorit~. aff01,ids 

, ,', conslderabl~ ~atItude for ,subterfuge ,and deception by persdns who 
, seek to elIcIt statem~nts by c~ncealing their id<1l1tity; ~ also 

" remov~s th:e ~ar agamst procurmg statem~pts by inducemepts 
where Iden1Ity IS concealed. ~,' 0> ~"" 

I) 

C. Voluntariness 

(1) The traditional view 
o 

~r?~f. of voluntatiness is, of course,~, the substantive tes'i of 
admlsslbl~Ity for an extra-judicial statement made by tlle~ accused to 
a perso? 10 authority and tendered in evidence by the prosecution. 
?therwlSe the m.aIwer in which a statement was obtained can only 
1Ofl~ence the weIght that can be ascribed to it by the trier of fact. 46 
~s l~ was at common law, the concept of voluntariness is defined 
10 BIll S-33 as the absence o! promises or threats held out through 
word or, d~ed by a person 111 authority.47 A voluntary 'statement 
th!;!refore, IS op'-~ t~at was intentionally made wJthout· the induce~ 
ment Of. a promIs~ or a thr~at. It is not necess!rily one that was 
made ,wIth an ,enlIghtened understanding of the legal'ramifications 
that may flow from doing SO.48 " 

, The t~pe o~ind~c~ment that will vitiate the adrrtis~ibiiity of a 
"<\, stateme~t Isa~ ImpervIOUS ,to' positive definition as the concept of 

'i,\\ voluntanness Itself .. In this regard Bill S-33 does ,not deviate from 
\, pre~edent, an? thUS.ltmust.be .assumed ,that com~on-Jaw principles 

\'i; of mterpretatIOn wIll. r~malO 10 .effectto the extent that ~e Bill 
'\ ~oes. n?t.~eclare explIcIt rules wIth respect to the determination of 

('" , admI~sIbIhty. O~9 ~he v~ir dire the judge is 'faced primarily with a 
,,\~uestIOn of fact, 10 whIch the telling element will be ,the existence 
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of a causal link between the conduct ofa person in authority and 
the making of the statement. The assessment of voluntariness 
requires that the presiding judge examine all the circumstances 
surrounding the making 'of the statement, and it is for this reason 
that the kiijd of condHct that will render a' statement inadmissible 
cannot be" defined sys'tematically. The importance of the facfs.) in 
each casewasdiscussC;;d by Mr. Justice Rand inR. v. Fitton: C' 

I~ , <: 

The ,cases of" torture, actual or threatened, or of unabashed promises 
are clear; perplexity arises when much C more subtle elements must be 
evaluated. The strength of mind and will,of'fithe accused, the influence 
of custcftly or its surrOl!J,ldings, the effect of questions 0[, of 
conversation, all call for delicacy in appreciation' of the part' t4~y 
have played behind the admission, and to enable a Court to decide 
whether what was sai!i was freely and voluntarily said, that is, was 
free frODl the influence of hope or fear aroused by them.50 

u 0 
'-:1 G () 

Rejection of the evidence must follow,if it is apparent upon an 
examination of "the circumstances thai' the words or acts of a 
person in authority might reasonablybebelieyed to hay;~ induced 
the accused to make a statement under the apprehension of harm 
or advantage. A causal relationship, however, is necessary: were 
the words or actions of a person in authority tile causes that 
induced the accused to make' a statement' under a fear of prejudIce 
or hope of advantage?5! The inducement n~ed not relate to the 
future course of: a·prosecution,52 and there is no requirement t,hat 
the ) conduct of the person in authority be either wilful or 
intentional,53 However,' if the effect of an inducement that would 
offend the rule IS in any wa),' dissipa_~91':;a s~bsequent statement 
will not necessarily be rendered inadmissible.54~ ~) 

o \l ,0 

. Fear or hope aroused in the accused will not necessarily be 
grounds for exclusioh because these states of mind maY'·be self
induced or induced by conduct that does not otherwise offend the 
rule.55 Spiritual inducements, trickery or oppressive circumstances 
will not of themselves render" a statement involuntary, and therefOl:e 
inadmissible, unless the evidence discloses cori(fuct that is tanta
mount to a p{omise or thr~at. 56 Improper o~i illegal conduct by 
persons' in authQrity, including the denial of counsel by police 
officer~,will alsd hot bar the admission of statements u.~less it falls 
within the prohibited classes "of inducement. 57 In assessing the 
'. n 0 

circumstances in which a statement" was made, the judge may 
I) consider, for exampl,e, whether a warning wasgiven,58 whether 
tfickerYcwas employed,S9 Whether the suspect wa"tf of sufficient 0 
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age60 and intellectual capacity61 to understand what he was doing, 
and whether the interrogation was of undue duration. 62 According 
to traditional jurisprudence, therefore, exclusion for lack of 
voluntariness is dependent upon evidence of a promise, a threat or 
some equivalent form of inducement. . 

A causal link between the conduct of a person in authority and 
a statement does not imply that the prospect of harm or advantage 
must necessarily. be held out to the accused himself or indeed that 
it had been communicated to him by'the person i~ authority;63 a 
statement will be excluded if the material consequences of a· 
promise or threat will fall upon some person other than the 
accused. 64 Certainly promises of interim release, pardon or reduced 
sentence, even if given only in the form of assent to a suggestion 
made by the accused him,self, caQ lead to exclusion.65 Instances of 
the type of conduct niat will constitute an inducement that is 

, obnoxious to the rule are innumerable but it is important to retain 
that any inducement conveying an element of prejudice or 
advantage can deny the admissibility of the statement if it caused 
the accused to speak. Conversely, of course, the necessity of a 
causal link imI?lies that if the inducement has ,:;tbated the statement 
may be admitted. The dissipation of its effect may result either 
froD? the lapse of time or from other intervening factors, such, as " 
the Issuance of a warning. Once again, the duration or effect of an 
inducement, like its existence, is R question offact for the judge. 

It 'should be noted that in clause 66 of Bill S-33 :the c 

Govern~ent has also c~dified ~he common-law rule66 that statutory . 
c()mpulsIOn does not of Itself vIOlate the concept of voluntariness: 

c' 

The !act that a statement was required to be made under comp(~l~!on 
of st<:!,tute shall not be considered in the determination of whether tlie 
statement was voluntary. 

Despite this rule, however, a voir di~emust still be conducted to 
determine that other circumstances surrounding the making of the 
statement· did not contaminate its YolUl1tariness. 67 . 

(2) Recent developments 

As''''i~ter:t'reted by the courts aLcommqn law, especially in 
appellate JUrIsprudence, the concept of voluntariness in Canada is 
quite restrictive, and it would·remain sou Bill $-33 were enacted.68 
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In recent years, however, the courts have expanded the scope of 
the confessions rule, and this expansion can be discussed under 
two heads. 

a. Capacity 

The Supreme Court of Canada has recently acknowledged that 
a free and voluntary statement may still be excluded if the 
declarant was in such a condition that his statements could not be 
considered "the utterances of an operating mind" .69 To some 
extent, of course, capacity would .be evaluated as one of the 
attending circumstances, and thus imbecility, insanity, extreme 
drunkenness and the like might affect the admissibility of a 
statement.70 Accordingly, it could be argued that exclusion for lack 
of capacity is not a new and separate ground for the rejection of a 
statement, but an exception to the strict definition of voluntariness 
that can be justified by reference to the burden of proof and 
questions of fact to be decided by the judge at first instance. 71 
Alternatively, it might be argued that capacity is now an essential 
element of the substantive confessions rule, and one that must be 
demonstrated by the prosecution in establishing voluntariness. 
Whatever distinctions in form there may be between these two 
formulations, there is little or no difference in substance. It seems 
plain,however, that the r~quirement of c~\,acity could not be used 
at common law to. recast the negati~e formulation of the 

" voluntarine~s rule into a positive reqJJiremt;nt of enli~hte!1ed 
consent.. The Supreme Court appears to have limited the question 
of capacity to a 9,ytermination of whether the statement in issue 
was the utterance of't,n operating mind, and this suggests that only 
some form of clinical incapacity will necessitate exclusion of 
the statement. Othen"ise the accused's state of mind will be 
considered only as a matter of weightY 

Clause 69 of Bill.S-33 maintains the criterion of capacity and 
justifies it upon an analogy with non est factum. 73 

"(i' 

69. (1) A statement otherwise 
admissible under section 64 ,shall not be 
received in evidence where the physical 
or mental condition of the accused 

" f when' he made the statement was such 
'(, that it should not be considered to· be 

qisstatement. 
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The criterion of capacity as construed by the Bill.is, however, 
mark~dly ,different from the concept at common law in one respect. 

"According to the decisions of the Supreme Court, it would appear 
that at common law a finding of incapacity was open to the judge 
upon assessment of all the circumstances in which the statement 
was made, and thus this decision would follow from a question of 
fact and as a function of the prosecution 1 s burderi,of proof. 74 
Subclause 69(2) of the 'Bill,however~ states that an extra;..ju·d~cial 
statement made to a person in authority cannot be excluded by 
reason of the accused's incapacity unless the accused himself 
discharges tIle evidential ~ burden to put his capacity in issue. 75 
While it is not denied that such a burden lies with the accused, the 
novelty in the Bill is the elevation of a principle of common sense 
to a rule of law. 

b. Oppression 

Although oppression has never been expressly sanctioned by 
~ the S~preme Cou~t ?f. <?anada as a sep.arate grou!1d for the 

d ,I ~xcluslOn of extra-.Ju~lctal statements, the Issue re~ams open at 
common law. 76 Even In the absence of express authOrIty, however, 
oppression has been tacitly recognized at common law" in Canada 
as a basis for the exclusion of extra-judicial statements. As the 
prosecution must prove voluntariness to the satisfaction of the 
judge, and as th~ judge will deliver his ruling after an assessment 
of all the relevant circumstances, he may exclude a statement if the 
prdsecution fails to discharge its burden. EXclusion on this basis 
can be tantamount to a discretionary exclusion for oppression. It 
can, of course, J>e argued that a statement not barred by the 
voluntariness rul~ is admissible and· that, accordingly, other 
considerations can go only to weight as assessed by the tri~r of 
fact. This view may be theoretically sound, but there are -many 
instances in which:) a trial judge has excluded an extra-judicial 
statement solely on the basis that he retained a doubt with respect 
to its voluntariness in the circumstances of the case}7 Lengthy 
interrogations and questioning incommunicado,78 for ,~xample, are 
factors Jhat might contribute to such a result. Therefore, as a 

)/ 

function of the burden of proof, rather than as, part of the positive' 
ru!e itself,an atmosphere of oppression or compulsion could suffice' 
to justify the exclusion of extra-judicial statements. This discretion, 

'.' if that is what it can be called, would be eliminated by Bill S,.33 
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bec~use the . red~~;~ burden of proof under the Bill, together with 
the narrow definitibn of voluntariness, would deny the judge's 
ability to exclude simply on the ground that he retains some doubt 

. as to the voluntariness of a statement. 79 

CI 

D. Burden of proof 

It has long been settled law that the onus to demonstrate the 
admissibility of a statement lies with the prosecution. 8Q It is also 

(I 

clear that in establishing the circumstances in which a statement 
was made the prosecution must call all persons in authority':who 
were present at the time and be able to account for all events 
surrounding the interrog~tion. 81. There is no rule of automatic 

, exclusion for failure to produce all witnesses to the statement, and' 
tl)us the judgem~y proceed to an assessment of voluntariness 
having received a satisfactory explanation for the absence of any 
witnesses.82 If the prosecution does not call all witnesses to the 
statement, however, it does so at its peril, as the absence 'of any 
person who may have been in contact with the accusedata 
material time will augment the quantum of doubt against the 
admissibility of the statement.83 Accordingly, barring evidence of 
illegal inducements, and quite~,apartJrom "the contents of any 
testimony, the prosecution's case for admissibility will be strongest 
if all witnesses are caned. It will be progressively weaker if the 
absent witness isa person in authority, or someone in the presence 

, of a person in authority, add is in aposition to induce the statement 
by means of a promise or threat.!l4 ' 

As for the quantum of proof required of the prosecution on the 
voir dire, the courts at common law and the Goverrimentin Bill 
S-33 have taken rather different positions. The Bill fixes the 
quantum of proof upon a balance of probabilities. There is perhaps 
some ambiguity as to the exact quavtum of proof required at 
common law,~ but once thing is clear: it was never proof upon a 
balance of propabilities. 8s There are diota in many cases that the 
quantum is proof beyond reasonable. doubt,86 while in some other 

.cases it'issaid that the prosecution1TIust prove affirmatively, or to 
the satisfaction of the judge, that the statement was voluntary,87 
"Whateyer"differenceof degree there may be between these two 
staQdards, there is plainly "a difference in kind between them and 
probf upon a balance ofprobabilities.88 '" 
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II. The rationale for the rule 

A. Introduction 

Controversy has always surrounded the interpretation of the 
voluntariness rule because there has never been agreement with 
regard to its function in the administration of criminal justice. 
Some regard the rule solely as a device for purging hearsay 
statements of the risks of unreliability before they are put to the 
trier of fact, while others" describe it as an instrument for the 
control of investigative practices. Yet others assert that it serves 
these functions~pd more. Undoubtedly; there is merit in. all of 
these positions," and supporting. opini\}ns might be found in 
jurisprudence of very high authority. But the proponents of anv 
par~icu~ar opinion cannot claim to such certitude and authOlity i~ 
theIr VIews that would. deny the validity of other opinions. The 
development pf the confessions rule in. the twentieth century 
demonstrates~ if nothing ... e!se,.Ahat the, application of the.rulecan 
vary markedly in the circumstances ofa particular case. Historical 
analysis will not disclose 8: single rationale by which to characterize 
the rule, either as a rule of evidence or procedure. 

In Canadian courts there is ambiguity and disagreement with 
respect to the. rationale· that supports t~e voluntariness rule. That 
the application of the" rule fluctuates as ~a function of policy is 
ah1ply demonstrated in recent jurisprudence of the Supreme Court 
of Canada. Although this pattern of fluctuation is evident through .. 
out the evolution of the confessions rule, tbere is no utility in 
J.mdertaking here a history of the rule in Anglo-Canadian law, 
partly because there is already a yast body of literature on the 
subject and partly because the irnmediatepurpose of this Working 
Paper is to propose a course of action for reform of the present 
law. It is nevertheless important to canvass the range of policies 
that have been advanced in favour of the rule. For this purpose 
recent jurisprudence of the. Supreme Court ofCa;~ada provides 
ample demonstration ·of the chief lines of argument with regard to 
the functions of the courts in the administration of rules of 
evidence. Indeed, a· survey· . of . the opiJ,lionsexpressed in 
R. v~ Wray89 and Rothman v. The Qlieen90 will suffice for 
expesjtionof the -differing yiews' advanced by membe~sof~ the. 
Court with regard for the rationale for the· confessions rule in the 
law of evidence. In the following pages the opinions delivered in 
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those cases are considered at some length, and with extensive 
quotation. But. the objective of this review is not mere exposition. 
For reform of the law relating to questioning of suspects, the 
contrasting positions taken in the Supreme Court raise a fundamen
tal question of policy: should the courts supervise the manner in 
which evidence of extra-judicial statements is obtained from a 
suspect during the inVestigation of a criminal offence? 

With respect to the law on confessions, the orthodox opinion 
in Canadian jurisprudence is' that the courts should concern 
th~mselves solely with determining whether a statement is objec
tively trustworthy and entitled to credit ih the sense that it was not 
induced through fear or hope excited in the accused by a person in 
authority. The exclusion of involuntary statements is a refusal to 
receive hearsay evidence 'that might be unreliable, and it is not 
directly a sanction against the manner in which that evidence was 
obtained. Reliability in this connection is commonly associated 
with probable truthfuln~ss, although the courts more often speak of 
the unreliability inhering in the danger that the statements may be 
untrue. Proof of voluntariness is presumed to eliminate risk in 
relying upon extra-judicial statements in the determination of guilt 
or mnocence. 

As the concern for the forensic reliability of statements is only 
indirectly related to the manner in which the statements are 
obtained, other rationales, for the voluntariness rule have been 
advanced to account for this aspect of the issue. The thrust of 
these is that the power to exclude evidence should be used in such . , ' . / 

a way as to discipline the conduct of police questioning and to 
advance or protect both the substance and appearance of fairness 
in the administration of criminal justice. From this point of view 
niles governing the admissibility of extra;.judicial statements are 
construed not only as tests of reliable evidtmcebut as norms by 
which to regulate relations between investigating authorities and 
the pUblic. The disciplinary rationale is specifically based tip on the 
premise that the voluQ,tariness rule should be exercised as an 
instrument to supervIse the activities of those who are responsible 
for the investigation ofcrime,)md thus to preserve the rectitude of 
the judicial system by disallowing proof of 'an illegal act through 
evidence obtained by means of illegal or improper acts. 

o 

While there may be no doubt that voluntariness is the crux of 
the confessions rule, it cannot be said that ; one rationale justifies 
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this legal criterion of admissibility. It may be true that the rule 
emerged in the eighteenth century from a desire to ensure·. that 
evidence presented to the trier of fact would be. reliable and not 
. tainteg by a substantial risk of falsehood." It· is certainly true that 
the reliability rationale has remained very much a central part of 
the rule througholltits evolution in the courts. But, since 
evidentiary reliability in this sense only defines the voluntariness 
rule as a mechanism that facilitates a decision by the trier of fact 
on the truth of the allegations against the accused, it fails to 
monitor the conduct of police officers. The reliability rationale and 
the disciplinary rationale are not incompatible,however, alt~oqgh 
they epitomize, radically . different views ofpblice power;'Jthe 
interests of the individual citizen, and the proper functions of the 
courts. Both rationales force hard choices in the formulation of a 
policy to govern the admissibility of confessions, and in some. 
instances there will be an irrecon,cilable. polarity between the 
public's need to detect and ascertaill guilt, and thesuspecfs right 
to remain silent. The voluntariness :rule represents the attempts of 
the COmmon law to mediate these interests. 

B. R. v. Wray 
~ 

The history of the confessions rule begins in 1783 with the 
decision in R. v. Warickshall.. 91 The accused was charged as an 
accessory after the fact in a case of grand larceny . She had ,\ 
received stolen property with the knowledge that it had been 
stolen, but the goods were discovered as a result of a confession 
that had been "obtained 'by promises of favour" .92 The Courtruled 
that the inducement rendered the confession inadmissible as 
evidence at the trial: 

Confessions are received in evidence, or rejected as inadmissible, 
. under a consideration whether they are. or are not intitled to credit. A 

free and voluntary confession is deserving of the highest credit, 
because it is presumed to flow from (he~strongest sense of guHt,and 
therefore it is admitted as proof of the crime to whichittefers; buta 
confession forced from the mind by the flattery of hope, or by the 
torture of fear, comes in so questionable a shape when it is to be 
co~sideredllas, the e.vi?en~e of guilt, that no credit ought to be given 
to It; and tllerefore It IS reJected.!!3 . 

Thus the doctrine of voluntariness was fixed as' a rule governing 
the admissibility of evidence. 
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On the ground that evidence discovered by means of an 
inadmissible confession was itself inadmissible, counsel for Jane 
Watickshall then .moved that the Court should also refuse any 
proof of the fact that stolen property was found among the 
accused's possessions, "for otherwise ... the prisoner [would be] 
made the deluded instrument of her 'own conviction". This motion 
was refused: 0 

This principle respecting confessions has no application whatever as 
to the admission or rejection ·of facts, whether the knowledge of them 
be obtained in consequence of an extorted confession, or whet:her it 
arises from any other source; for a fact, if it exist at all, must exist 
invariably inthesame manner, whether the confession from which it 
is derived be in other respects true or false, Facts thus obtained, 
however, 'must be fully and satisfactorily proved, without calling in 
the aid of any part of the . confession from which they may have been 
derived; and the impossibility of admitting any part of the confession 
as a proof of the fact, clearly shews that the fact may' be 'admitted on 
other evidence; for as no part of an improper confession can be 
heard, it can never be legally known whether the fact.was .derived 
through the means of' such confession or not; and the consequences 
to public justice would be dangerous indeed; for if men were enabled 
to regain stolen property ,and the evidence of attendant facts were to 
be suppressed, because they had regained it by means of an improper 
confession, it would be holding out an opportunity to compound 
felonies. The rules of evidence which respect the admission of facts, 
and those which prevail with respect to the rejection of parol 
declarations or confessions, are distinct and independent of each 
other. 94 

. , 
Here and in the passage quoted above it is clear that the rationale 
for the confessions rule, and indeed for rules on the admissibility 
of evidence in general, is forensic reliability. 

The long arm of precedent at common law proved its reach in 
1970, when the reasons advanced by the Court in Warickshalr s 
Case were restated in the judgment delivered by Mr. Justice 
Martland for a majority of the Supreme Court of Canada in 
R. v.Wray.95 

Mr. . Wray was charged with murder. The case against him was 
largely circumstantial, save for a signed statement and a rifle that 
was ctiscovered as a result of information divulged in the 
confession. After signing the statement the accusecl. was taken by 
the police to a swamp near the scene of the crime and,on the ·basis 
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of what. he t~ld them there, the police found the rifle ()n the 
following day. The" statement was excluded .from the trial on the 
basis that it was involuntary and therefore inadmissible. The trial 
judge also purported to exercise a discretion to.exclude evidence of 
the accused's participation in the discovery of the weapon. Th~ 
Ontario Court of Appeal affirmed that the trial judge had such a 
discretion. This ruling was the sole ground of the Crown's appeal 
to the Supreme Court of Canada. The appellant argued that proof 
of the discovery was admissible. Moreover, the Crown argued that 
it could lead evidence of the accused's involvement in locating the 
rifle and of the portion of the confession that 'was confirmed by 
this discovery. In support of this argumeIlt it relied chiefly upon 

" the rule stated by Chief Justice McRuerof'the Ontario High Court 
()f Justice inR. v. St. Lawrence.96 The appeal was allowed by a 
majority of the Supreme Court, with threejudges dissenting. 

Wray . is of immense importance in Canadian criminal juris
prudence. The question upon which leave to appeal was granted 
forced the Court to tackle fundamental issues of policy with respect 
to_Jhe law governing the admission and exclusion of evidence in 
ciiitllnal proceedings. Moreover, the ruling delivered by the Court 
has governed the issue in Canada eversirice. The gist of the 
reasonsgiy~n for the majority by Mr. Justice Martlandcan be 
summarized as follows: as a matter of law, the trial judge has no 
discretion to exclude technically admissible ~vidence of substantial 
weight and probative value on the basis that its admission would 
operate unfairly against the accused or would bring the administra
tion of justice into disrepute. There is, however, a narrow 
discretion to exclude on the ground of unfairness: tDe judge may 
exclude evidence of tenuous admissibility if its probative value is 
surpassed by its prejudicial effect. 

The reasons upon which Martland J. reached his coriclusioIl 
are Clear. He said that in aU questions affecting the admissibility of 
evidence the governing premise is' the general principl~ of 
relevance, and on thispoinf he quoted from the speech given by 
Lord Goddard in Kl1ruma v. The Queen: 
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. In their Lordships' opinion the test to be applied in considering 
whether evidence is admissible is whether it is relevant to me matters 
in issue. If it is, it is admissible and ,the cou'h is not concern~d with 
how the evidence was obtained~97 
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Mr. Justice Martland took the view that a derogation from this 
general principle could be justified solely by some positive rule of 
exclusion, such as the voluntariness rule, or by the discretion to 
exclude evidence in order to ensure a fair trial. FQ1l9winga lengthy 
examination of jurisprudence in the House of Lords, and particu
larly the decision of the Privy Council ,iJl NODI' Mohamed,98 he 
90nclllded that there was no authority to support a broad discretion 
that would allow the exclusion of admissible evidence solely on the 
basis that its reception would be prejudicial to the accused because 
of the manner in which it was obtained, or that its reception would 
bring the administration of justice into disrepute. So' far as Mr. 
Justice Martland was concerned, fairness has a restricted meaning 

/' in the law governing the admissibility of evidence in criminal cases: 

1 think confusion has arisen between "unfairness" in the method of 
obtaining evidence, and "unfairness" in the actual trial of the accused 
by reason of its admission. The result of those two cases was, in 
effect, to render inadmissible evidence which the ratio decidendi of 
the Kuruma case had held to be admissible. The view which they 
express would replace the Noor Mohamed test, based on the duty of 
a trial judge to ensure that the minds of the jury be not prejudiced by 
evidence of little, probative value, but, of great prejudicial effect, by 
the test as to whether evidence, the pfobativevalue of which is 
upimp~acha?le, was ?btained by met~ods whi~h the trial judge; in his 
<?Jwn dIscretIon, conSIders to he unfaIr. ExclUSIOn of evidence on this 
ground has nothing whatever to do with the duty of a trial judge to 
secure afair tdalfor the accused.!l9 

Ti)e conclusion, therefore, is plain:, 
\' • ,'r ,:7' 

[I]n my opinion, under our law, the function of the court is to 
determine the issue before it, on the ,~vidence admissible in law, and 
it does not extend to the eXclusion of admissible evidence for any 
other reason. 100 ~: 

The rationale advanced by, MartIand J. is closely tied to a 
perception of the trial process as a mechanism for determining the 

') ,truth of allegations made against the accused. So far as the duties 
of the trial judge' are concerned, this view expres'sly eschews any 
director supervisory control over the ma.ru~g in which criminal 
investigations are conducted. 

The dissenting judges took quite a different view of the issues 
in Wray. The thrust of their objections to the majority's conclusion 
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is contained in the opinion delivered by Cartwright c.r.c. At the 
outset,quoting from R. v. St. Lawrence, he endorsed Chief Justice 
McRuer's statement of the rule governing the admissibility of 
confessions that are confirmed by subsequent facts: 

Where the discovery of the fact confirms the confession _ 'that 
is, where the confession mustpe taken to be true by reason° of the 
discovery of the fact - then that .part of the confession that is 
confirmed by the discovery of the fact is admissible, but further than 
that no part of the confession is admissible. 101 

Cartwright C.J.C. then discussed anomalies that arise when 
truthfulness is imported into the evaluation of extra-judicial 
statements. He noted that in DeClercq l02 a majority of the Supreme 
Court agreed that the truth or falsity of an extra-judicial statement 
may be relevant to its admissibility even though the test of 
admissibility is voluntariness. Moreover, he says, "[t]he great 
weight of authority indicates that the underlying reason for the rule 
that an involuntary confession shall not be admitt~d is the supposed 
danger that it may be untrue".!03 The obvious question, therefore, 
is whether reliable evidence of truthfulness would justify Gthe 
admission of any statement. The problem posed by DeClercq is 
whether an involuntary statement ought to be admitteti upon proof 
that it is·\\rue. If truthfulness were the ultimate criterion, there 
would be n~[ doubt that it should. Cartwright C.J.C. took up this 
issue in the following passage which begins with a quotation from 
the judgment of the Ontario Court of Appeal in R. v. MazeralL: 

" . 

24 

It would be a strange application of a rule designed to exclude . 
confessions the truth of which is doubtful, to use it t6exclude 
statements that the accused, giving evidence upon this trial, has 
sworn to be true. 

While in my view this observation was obiter, it is difficult to 
reject its reasoning if the only ground for excluding an involuntary 
confession is the danger of its being untrue. If, on the other hand, the 
exclusion of an involuntary confession is based also on the maxim 
nemo tenetur seipsum aceusare the truth or falsity of the confession 
does .becomelogically irrelevant. It would indeed be a strange result 
if, it being the law that no accused is bound to incriminate himself u 

and that he is to be prot~~ted from having to testify at an inquest, a 
preliminary hearing or atrial, he could none the less be forced

o 
by the 

police or others in authority to make a statement which could then be 
given in evidence against him. The result which WOjd seem to follow 
if the exclusion is based on the maxim would. be "'tfiarthe involuntary 
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confession even if verified by subsequently discovered evidence could 
not be referred to in any way. 104 

'" 

Chief Justice Cartwright. like,Mr. Justice"Martland for the majority, 
refused to overrul0R. v: St. Lawrence, but, unlike the major~ty,. he 
affirmed the trial judge's discretion to exclude legally a~mIssIble 
evidence in instances where its reception would be unfaIr to the 
accused or would bring the administratio1,1 of justice into disrepu~e. 
He acknowledged that the basis for the discretion would v~ry ~Ith 
the facts of any particular case. and that ·the scope of the dlscret~on 
could thus not be defined with precision. On the facts before hIm, 
however the Chief Justice ruled that the discretion was properly 
exercised on the basis that the police had procured the accused's 
confession by trickery, duress and improper induc.ements: and had 
wilfully denied counsel access to the accused whIle the 111terroga
tion was taking place. 

Though there were other opinions delivered in R. v. Wray, the 
salient difference between the majority.and the dissentients emerges 
from a compadson .. of the reasons given by Martland J. and 
Cartwright C.J.C. The crux of the ma~ter. is t~e divergence of 
views with respect to the scope of the tnal Judge s duty to e~s~re 
that the accused has a fair trial. The difference is this: the maJonty 
took the view that this duty only extends to the court process and 
the minority took the view that it included supervis~,9n of 
investigative procedures as well. " 

C. Rothmanv. The Queen 

In Rothman v. The Queen the accused was ch1arged with 
possession of cannabis resin for the purpos~ ~f traffkking. The 
evidence disclosed sufficient grounds for convIctIon on a charge of 
simple possession, but proof of the higher charge depended upon 
the admission of an extra-judicial statement that was made by the 
accused to a police officer acting under cover. Follo~ing hi~ arre~t 
the accused was given a warning. Constable GervaIs, the 111vestl-

.. gating officer, asked if he would gi.ve a st~temen.t. Rothman .refused 
and was placed in a cell. At about one 0 clock 111 the mormng, the 
investigating officer put Constable McKnight in the. accused's cell 
with instructions to obtain information from the accused. He was 
casually dressed and had" a four- or five-day growth of beard. The 
accused told Constable McKnight that he looked "like a nark". 

. 0 
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The cOI)stable later won Jhe . accused's confidence by telling him 
that he was a truck driver fnym Pembroke and that he was in jail 
for traffic violations. What ft~ppened next is summarized in'~ the 
foll6'wing statement of facts: 

Constable McKnight asked the Respondent why he was in jail and 
the Respondent stated that it was for possession of hashish. While in 
the cell, Constable McKnight'· sat beside the Respondent on the only 

'J bench. The Respondent then (told Constable McKnight that he sold 
hashish for $25.00 for 3 grams, 'that the hash that he had been caught 
with had been "fronted" to him and that he would have to pay the 
people back $1 ,000 becaJ~e he had ~been "busted". The Respondent 
stated that he would have~made $1,800 on the drugs~>that he had. 
Constable McKnight asked it\tS~re were many drugs in th,e City and 
the Respondent replied that there were approximately 40 pounds. The 
Respondent also stated that he was arrested at Ms apartment along 
with his bud<;ly who was in the next cell. During the conversation, 
COIls table ¥cKnight informed the Respondent thaWhe was a tru9k 
driver from the Pembroke area and had been fishing so the 
Respondent would have the impression that he was not a nark and 
that he did not know much about drugs.' Constable McKnight 
indicated that people in the Pembroke area were interested in dni~s 
and that he would be interested in getting drugs; however, no deal 
was set up. The Respondent asked Constable McKnight when he 
would be getting out and he replied that a buddy would be coming 
down to pay the fine. The Respondent stated that he had to go to 
court the ne:xt morning because he was on parole respecting other 
charge's. Constable McKnight was released fromJhecell at 1 :07 a.m. 
a.'1d made his notes concerning the conversation s"liortly thereafter. lOS 

The trial judge, having determined that Constable McKnight was a 
person in authority, excluded the statement on the ground that the 
"continuation of the intent to obtain a statement by this disguise" 106 
cast doubt upon' .the manner in which the statement was elicited. 
This . ruling was. reversed by a majority in the Ontario Court of 
Appeal, Dubin J.A. dissentif;ig •. 1p the Supreme Court the .accused's 
appeal was "dismissed. Martland J. gave judgment for a majority of 
six, and Lamer· J. delivered reasons concurring in the. result; Estey 
J. dissented, Laskin C.J.C. concurring therein. 

" 

The basis of the accused's appeal lies in the dissenting opinion 
of Dubin J .A. in the Court of Appeal. In his view the rationC11e for 

.. the confessions rule. included the. reliability of an ext~a-judjcial 
statement but also embraced other factors,. especially prgtection of 
a suspect's right to remain s~~ent: 0 "II co 
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The rules respecting' confessions and·· privilege agai~st self
incrimination are related. I use that term in the sense of the right 
of a person under arrest to < remain silent when questioned by law 
enforcement officers. 107 

Mr. Justice" Dubin concluded that a trial judge has a dis(fretion to 
exclude confessional statements because of the manner "iit which 
they were obtained. 

. To reach this conclusion in Rot/unan, Dubin J.A. undertook a 
rigorous 're-examination of the rule in the Ibrahim's Cg,se. He 
argued that Lord Sumner's celebratedl statement of the rule was 
not exhaustive,108 and found support ''for this view elsewhere in 
Lord Sumner's reasons: ~' 

The English law is still unsettled, strange as it may seem, since the 
point is one that constantly occurs in criminal trials. Many judges, in 
their discretion, exclude such evidence, for they fear that nothing less 
than the exclusion of all s(1ch statements can . prevent improper·. 
questioni,l1g of prisoners by ~\~lUoving the inducement to resort to it. 
This consideration doe8 not ~rise in the present case., Others less 
tender to the prisoner or more mindful of the bal~aceof decided 
authority," would admit such statements, nor would the Court of 
CriminaL 'Appeal quash th(', conviction there~fter obtained, if. no 

,substantial mi~carriage of justke had occurred. If, then, a learned . . . 

judge, .after anxious consideration of the \\ authorities, decides in 
accordance with what is at any rate a "probable opinion" of the 
present law, if it is not actually the ,better opinion, it appears to their 
Lordships that his conduct is the very reverse of that "violation of 
tHe principles of natural justice" which has been said to be the 
ground for advising His Majesty's interference in a criminal matter. 
If, as appears on the line of authorities which the triar Judge did not 
follow, the matter is olle for the Judge'sdiseretion, depending largely 
on his view of the impropriety 5)f the' questig!1er's condu~t and the 
general cit:cumstances of the case, their Lordships think, as will 
hereafter be seen, that in the circumstanpes of this case his discretion 
is ri()t shewn to have been exercised improperly. 109 

" :,Moreover, nubin J.A. demonstrates by quotatiop that Lord Sumner ,,' 
himself did not regard the voluntariness rule as {tn immutable or 
exhaustive rule ·of law: <) 

6 " 

The appellant's objection was rested on the two bare facts that 
the statement was preceded by 'and made in answer to a question, 
and tltM the question Was put by a person in authority and the 
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"answer given by a man in his custody. This ground, in so far as itis a 
ground at all, is a modern one. With the growth of a police force of 
the modern ,type, the point has frequently arisen, whether," ifi a 
policeman questions a prisoner in his custody at all, the prisoner's 
answers

C 

are evidence against him apart altogether from fear of 
prejudice or hope q[ advantage inspired by a person in authority. 

'-' 

If=is to be observed that logically these objections all go to the 
weight and not to the admissibility of the ~evidence. What a person 
having knowledge~QPut the matter in issue says of it is itself relevant 
to the issue as evidence against him. That he made the statement 
under circumstances of hope, fear, i9,.terest or otherwise strictly goes 
only to its weight. In an action of tort evidence of this kind could not 
b,e excluded when tendered against a tortfeasor, though a jury might 
well be told as prudent men to think little of it. Even the rule which 
excludes evidence of statements made by a prisoner,when they are 
induced by hope held out, or fear inspired, by a person in authority, 
is a rule of policy. 110 

(l~ 

On the 'basis of this passage and that quoted)immediately above, 
Dubin LA. concluded that in Lord Sumner's View "the admissibil-' . ,,\', 

ity of,~ confession made to a person in authqritywas a matter of 
judicial discretion and that the rule adopted by him was a rule 
of policy. "UI 

Having characterized the voluntarines's principle' as a rule of 
policy, Mr. Justice Dubin said that the policy Itself was not fixed: 

"If the sole basis of the exclusion were the danger that the 
confession may be untrue, then it would foHow that once the truth of 

"the statement had been established its admissil?ility would be 
automatic. However, in my respectful opinion, even where the truth 
of the confession is established, it will nevertheless be excluded if it 
were shown to have been 'obtained by force. The r~Cl:son for excluding 
such a statement therefore cannot be assigned to the danger that it 
maybe untrUe. It will be excluded only by reason ,of policy. 112, 

I: ,"," . 

"" Among other factors to be weighed, Mr. Justice Dubin placed 
o 

great emphasis upon theprivil~ge" against self-incrimination,as that 
cconcept'may be equated with the suspect's right to remain silent. 
He stated that this right is "a fundamental principle in the 
administration 'of justice", l13 and he 'adopted the view that 
,~confessionaloevLdence";ma¥ be, excluded in ,theexereise~,ofa residuai -
discretion "to consider the broad question of public policy in the 
administration ,,:?f criminal justice" . 114 In sum, therefore, the learned 
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justice decided that the admissibility of confessions is governed by 
an in~xhaustive rule of policy, which itself is reinforced by a broad 
super~isory discretion in the trial judge to ensure the fair 
administration of justice. 

Mr. Justice Dubin's opinion in Rothman must be seen not only 
as a dissent from the views of the majority in that case, but as a 
dissent from the interpretation of the confessions rule that has been 
set and followed by successive majorities in the Supreme Court of 
Canada. Mr. Justice Martland'sopinion in Rothman epitomizes the 
orthodox view in that court. As we have seen, this interpretation 
construes Lord Sumner's statement of the rule as a positive rule 
that is not qualified by such broad considerations of policy as, 
might be suggested by a liberal reading of the entire speech in' 
Ibrahim. The narrowness of this view allows a relatively simple 
application of the rule. 

First, it is necessary to ascertain that the ,suspect made a 
statement to aperson in authprity. Ifc;he did not, the statement may 
be admitted without proof ,of voluntariness. A person in authority 
is one Whom the accused,at the time he made the statement, could 

Q reasonably believe to be in a positiqn to affect the cOUrse of a 
prosecution against him. Accordingly ,Martland J. agreed with the 
majority in the Ontario Court of Appeal that the disguised officer 
in Rothman was not a person in authority and that the statement 
"was admissible. He ~"'st-ated quite specifically that the privilege 

,~ " 

againstself-incriminatiori was a testimonial privilege and quite 
irrelevant to the issue in the case at hand. Thus it could be argued 
that the ratio of the majority's decision is limited to the test that 
should be applied in identifying a person in authority: the rest is 
obiter. However, as the majority in the Court of Appeal had done 
so, Mr. justice _ Martland also examined the admissibility of the 
statement on the assumption that McKnight was a person, in 
authority. ,These dicta, provide a- su,qFinct catechism on the 
traditional view of voluntariness and Ibrahim in the Supreme Court. 

If a statement has been given to a person in authority, the only 
remaining requirement for admissibility is proof of voluntariness at 

,a voir dire. The trial judge found, as facts, that Constable 
,M~Knigb.t~made_ ",no" _,inducemenL to..the, accused" and that the 
statement made to him was given without fear of ' prejudice or hope 
of advantage. In Mr. Justice Martland's view these findings were 
sufficient to settle the issue 0(, admissibility. As proof of 
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" '. II voluntariness is made by the absence of promIses, threats or other 
inducements that might raise an apprehension of fear or hope in 
the ?l~-,-lJ~e.d.!=the findings of the trial judge demonstrated that the 

. CroWn "had satisfied the requirements for the admission' of the 
confession as stated in the Ibrahim case",lIS Admissibility could 
not be affected by factors outside this restrictive concept of 
vohmtariness. Thus Mr. Justice Martland ruled that the trial Judge. 
erred in excluding the confession on the basis that the ruse. to 
obtain a statement by an officer in disguise cast doubt upon the 
manner in which the statement was elicited: 

\: 
It was not, in my opinion, a sufficient basis for the refusal of the 

trial judge to receive the confession in evidence solely because he 
disapproved of the method by which it was obtained. The issue in the 
case was as to whether the confession was voluntary. 116 

'0 

In support of this conclusion Martland J. noted the frequency with 
which Lord Sumner's statement of the rule in Ibrahim had been 
cited by judges of the Supreme Court as the governing authority. 117 

While acknowledging that difficulties of application may arise in 
the circumstances of any particular case, he held that Canadian law 
has remained faithful to a strict construction of Lo;rdSumner's 
formulatioI! of the positive rule. 

Mr. Justice Martland nevertheless acknowledged that a num
ber otJ judgments had been delivered towards the end of the last 
decade "in which the Supreme Court apparently created an 
exception to the orthodox interpretation of voluntariness, an 
exception that would allow . a finding of involuntminess, and 
inadmissibility, in certain circumstances where there Was no 
inducement bya person in authority. These are circumstances in 
which the statement cannot be said to be the utterance of an 
operating mind. 

.(;. 

In Horvathv. The Queen l18 the accused made. three so-called 
"soliloquies" that were recorded on tape. These statements were 
made when the interrogating officers were not in the room. In the 
second' and third statements the accused made incriminating 
admissions, and f(j)llowing the third he signed a written confession. 
The trial Judge accepted the opinion given bya psychiatrist that 

.!h~ __ ~c~-':l~~~ 2~~~".~12 .. ~"!i~~!.~Y£Il:()!lE~~!~!~ __ tE~rp"C\!glJQR!,Jh~",~e.~~u,d". 
. soliloquy: "',fIe excluded eVIdence of thIS statement and of the thIrd 
statement' ']J'ecause it too was tainted by the hypnosis that vitiated 

' . n , 

the ·second. . Q 
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Horvath's appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was 
successful, though the division of opinions makes it rather difficult 
to discern the ratio upon which the result of the majority was 
reached. The bench consisted of seven judges. The minority of 

(, three, for whom Martland J. was the spokesman, agreed with the 
British Columbia Court of Appeal that the state of hypnosis had 
dissipated before 'the written confession was given. Moreover, the 
minodty was of the opinion that the confession was admissible 
because there was no evidence that it had been obtained by fear of 
prejudice or hope of advantage induced by a person in authority: it 
was, theI'efore, legally voluntary. 

For the majority, Spence and Estey JJ. delivered one opinion, 
Beetz ,and Pratte JJ., another. For the former, Spence J. wrote that 
the trial judge was correct to exclude the statements on the basis 
that he retained a substantial doubt as to theirvoluntariness after 
an' examination of all the circumstances. He emphasized that the 
interrogating officer was highly skilled and that the accused had 
been brought to a state of "complete emotionaL qjsintegration"'19 
during ,the course' of the interview. Spence J. w:as clearly pr~pared 

,,"-. "'-', to revise and expand the Court's traditional interpretation of the 
~- -::::'2) voluntariness rule~With reference to R. v.' Fitton, he stated that 

the judgment of t'his Court in FittOll must be limited so as not to rule 
admissible statem~nts made by the accused when not induced by 
hope of advantag~ or fear of prejudice but which are certainly not 
voluntary in the ordinary English sense of the word because they 
were induced by other circumstances such as existed in the present , 
case. 120 

On this point,Beetz J., writing for himself and Pratte J., concurred. 
They were of the view that the ruie in Ibrahim was judge-made and 
therefore, by "definition~, not exhaustive. They argued that the 
,criterion of acimissibility is the positive principle of voluntariness, 
and thus a finding of inadmissibility could be based on 'grounds 
other'thim evidence of promises or threats, hope or fear: the rule 
could be extended to Gover any form of COerc,lOn III the 

II '. G) 

circumstances of the case • 

Following his review of Horvath,Mr. Jl:l_st~e_,M~~Jlap<tt.W:I!~4.," 
. Yo'7-w{rflt'l~:"Tliel?,i?een,hr'Tn -whIch' H;e~~Siipreme"Courtwas asked 
to rule on the admissibility of a confession given following "~ car 
accident. The accused was charged with criminal negligence in 'the 
operation of a motor vehicle. Only one car was involved in the 
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accident. The accused and hi~ companion were discovered on the 
ground beside the wrecked vehicle. The accused told the person 
who came to his aid that hy had;b"een the driver of the car. When 
questi9~ed by, police officers soriie,-thirty minutes after the accident, 
and again at the hospital several hours later, he denied that he was ~ 
the driver. He, testified at the v()ir dire~hat he had no recollection 
of the events in question. The physician who attended him at the 
hospital stated that . the accused was unable to explain what 
happened. 

In delivering the unanimous judgment of the Supreme Court, 
Spence J. interpreted the voluntariness test as follows: ' 

In my view, there is a further investigalionof whether the stateme.nts 
were freely and voluntarily made even ,if no hope of advantage or 
fear of prejudice could be found inconsideration of the mental' 
condiHon of the accused, at the time he made the statements to 
determine whether or not the statements represented the operating 
mind of the accused. In 

Accordingly,Mr. Justice Spence ruled that "'the exclusion of the 
. 0 ~tatements given by Ward to the police, was justified by a 

reasonable doubt that they were not the "utterances of an operating 
mind. "123 

. . 

Mr. Justice Martland concluded his review of Horvath and 
Ward thus: 

0"' 

I have reviewed the authorities .in this Court with a view to 
showing that, in determining the admissibility of a. confession to a 
person in authority, the Court is not immediately concerned with the 

: truth or reliability of the statement made by theaccuse'd,but with the 
question as to whether the statement he hasmad~ was free and 
voluntary, within the. stated Tules. and. Whether the confession was' the 
utterance of an operating' mind. 124 

f 

I 
I, 

I 

1 

.I. 

This conclusion summarizes the. position of the majority in the , " 

apparently remains some ambiguity as to the effect of Horvath and " " II~ 
Supreme Court jn Rothman. In this position, however, there 0 I' 
Ward. It is not. clear whether the issue of cap~clty_is.c()nstrued~bx~" .. _. 0;--"-= _ ~; _;_' ' 

'~-;~~·~-~="''''·~=,*,~''''",,:''''''9 -~, cC":=Co='cO-'~~=c~~-Mf~'Jusllce-MarlIanCI\~as-,-a~cavearro'·the~t;adrtIo~aIfrit~rpreta.ti~n. tif . 
voluntariness" or whether it is a factor that affects the burden 
of proof.!25 
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Mr. JusiiceMaiUand's opinion in Rothman concludes with a 
discussion of the Supreme Court's decision in 4lward & Mooney, 126 

and in it he seeks to rebut the proposition that ::the Court adopted a 
new rule on confessions in that case. The statement at issue there 
was given after one, police officer falsely said to another, in the 
presence of the accused, that the victim of the attack with which 
they were charged,had regained consciousness and wo~ld be able 
to identify his attackers. The Suprellle Court affirmed ,the 
admissibility of the statement, and in no way suggested that it 
could have been excluded solely because it was procured by a 
deception. In reaching its result, the Court adopted a. sta~ement 
made by Limerick J.A. in the court below, and therem lIes the 
ambiguity of the judgment: 

The true test, therefore, is did the evidence adduced by the 
Crown establish that nothing, said or done by any person iIi authority, 
eQuId have, induced the accused to make .a statement which was or 
might be untrue because thereof, The Crown met that' test. 1<.'5 

It has indeed been argued that this statement substitutes 0 the 
reliability rationale for voluntariness ,. as thee rule governing the , . 
admissibility of confessions. MartIand I. denied that any such 
revision of the traditional rule cOl!ld have been accomplished ,.by an 
incidentaJ quotation from the judgment. of the l?wer Cou~t., ~~ this 
he is undoubtedly correct. He argued that the Judgment m Alward 
&: Mooney is perfectly consistent with the traditional interpretation 
of the Ibrahim Tule as established by. the Supreme Court in 
Boudreau,128 Fitton 129 and other cases. According to this view, 
therefore, what is significant about Alward. & Mooney is not only 
that it condones trickery and .deception,but that it reflects in plain 
language thec10se association between the reliability ratio~al~ a~d 
the strict interpretation of Ibrahim, Admittedly, that aSSOCIatIon IS 
made indirectly, but to date it remains. the' only rationale positively 
adopted bya majority of the Supreme Court. Paradoxically, the 
opinion of the Court inA/ward ,&..Mooney ~as written by .~pen~e 
I., who evidently held rather dlfferent VIews when wntmg III 

Horvath and Ward:' 

With. the exceptions. of Horvath and .. vvard, the . majority 
~-'-cjutisprudeIfCtf"OIi~:confessfons~in=th~e~-Supre(~e-'Cb"llft Js--ge~n-ef~liy .~~ --- --- --- ---

consistent; but it is far from unanimpus. Indeed, as Mr. 0 Justtce'il 
. ~lartland'sopinion in Rothman epitomizes the tra4itional view, the 
dissenting opiniondeliYered by EsteY J. reveals a deep division in 
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reVIew. 

It should be noted at the beginning that Mr. Justice Estey 
confined his reasons to the facts in Rothman. He states explicitly 
that his opinion does not apply to cases in whiCh evidence is 
obtained by means other than questioning, and that it only covers 
instances in which an accused has told a person in authority that 
he does not wish to make a statement. In these circumstances, 
"voluntariness", must be given a more expansive interpretation 
than it would receive under the majority's analysis of Lord 
Sumner's statement of the rule in Ibl1:ahim: 
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To be voluntary a statement must be volunteered by the speaker in 
the sense that the statement must be the product of a conscious 
yolens on the part 9f the speaker. The volens must relate not o~nly to 
the mechanics of speaking, that is the articulation of the ideas of the 
speaker: Where the speaker has, as here, already refused to give a 
statement to the authorities, the test of voluntariness must include an 
appreciation of the circumstances in Which the statement is "made, 
including an awareness that his statement is being 'volunteered' to a 
pe'rSOn in authority, To apply the rule otherwise in the circumstances 
we have here would not merely permit but would encourage' the 
deliberate circumvention by the authority,of the accused's 'announced 

I < 

I 

, exercise of his right not to give a statement to the au~porities}JQ , 
, /~ l ,J 

10 

\ 

i Two questions arise imm@diately from a reading of this passage. 0 t I What Canadian autl\orities support this view of voluntariness? /1 " C 

/' What ratl'onale" s U,pp or. ts Mr. JustI,'ce Estey's view of the rule? 

.. j With respect to the first question, Estey J. states that. the two l " . 
J majority opmlOns in Horvath and the Court's decision m Ward " 

conclusively establish one proposition: Lord Sumner's statement of ,,:'\ 
the rule is not limitative. Looking even further back in the (, 

~-' --- -- , - .'~ ~~-- =~~ jurisprudence~-of=the~SupTeme "Court';"he==cites' the'-ianguage 'or "Rand' .= 

~ J. in R. v. Fitton to the e~ect t~at '~volunta~h:e,~s" must be "c 

'~", ' understood broadly as a capaCIty for mtellIgent volItIOn: t 
, I 
I 34 J 
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Even the word "voluntary" is open to question; in what,case can it 
be said that the statement is not voluntary in' the sense fhat is the 
expression of a choice, that it is willed to be made? But it is the 
character of the influence of idea or feeling behind that act of willing 
and itssollrce which the rule seizes upon.l3I 

Mr. Justice Estey states that this more general interpretation of 
voluntariness wase~1?_ressly adopted by the Supreme Court m 
Ward in the follQwinglimguage: CJ 

[T]here is a further investigation of whether the statements were 
freely and voluntarily made even if no hope of advantage or fear of 
,prejUdice could be found in consideration of the mental condition of 
the accused at the time he made the statements to determine whether 

,or not the statements represented the operating mind of the 
accused. 132 

According to this analysis, wilful deception and the subversion by 
persons in authority of an accused's declared choice to remain 
silent will vitiate the voluntariness of any statement procured as a 
result. Thus it might be argued that the sole point of division 
between the majority and the minority in Rothman is that the latter 
would adopt an objective test of "a person in authority" m" 
instances where the accused had refused to make a statement. 

But, just as his interpretation of voluntariness is broader than 
that of the majority, Mr. Justice Estey's view of the rationale for 
the rule extends beyond' evidentiary reliability: 

The rules of evidence in criminal law, and indeed in civil law: 
are all concerned with relevancy, reliability and fairness as well as 
other considerations such as the reasonable economy and efficiency 
of trial. The rules with reference to confessions have an additional 
element, namely the concern ~f the public for the integrity of the 
system of the administration of justice. If the reliability of an 
accused's statements were the only consideration in determining their 
admissibility the courts would not have adopted distinctive principles 
applicable 1\ only to statements to persons in authority and not to 
statements against interest generally. l~;Reliability cannot be the ticket 
for admission because statements may have enough of the appear
ance of reliability to ensure reference to the trier of fact but still have 
been excluded by the confession standard. q3 

Chief among other reasons that may militate in favour of exclusion, 
Mr. Justice Estey suggests the possibility that the manner in which 
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a statement Was obtained offends the right to remain silent and 
thus the integrity of the judicial system." The association of these 
two principles is developed clearly in the following passage,' which 
begins with a quotation from the opinion delivered by' Beetz J. in 
llorvath: . 

Apart from the untrustworthiness of confessions extorted by 
threats or promises,other policy reasons have also been 
advanced to explain the rejection . of confessions improperly 
obtained. But the basic reason is the accused's absolute right to 
remain silent either completely or partially and not to incriminate 
himself unless he wants to. This is why it t~ important that the 
accused understand what is at stake in the procedure. 

~ 

This additional consideration connotes arecognition by the courts 
since the earliest times of the desirability and indeed the necessity of 
adopting a system of principles in the administration of justice which 
will be accepted by and command the support of the community. 
Thus it can be said that confessions are not admissible where to 
admit them would bring the administration of justice into disrepute, 
or, to put it another way, would prejudice the pUblic interest in the 
integrity ofthejudicial process,134 . 

By this view, the exclusionary rule is a specific manifestation 
J of what might be called the ~,upervisory ''functions of a Court. 

,f Mr. Justice Estey finds this self-evident in the very terms of the rule: 
J 

I The [voluntariness rule] its/elf, 'of course, requires (and this is an 
I absolute requisite) that the statement in fact be made to a person in 
I authority; and if this qualification is not met, then. it matters not 

i~(~l wvether the person is known to the accused to be one in authority. 
., ! This is because the principle adopted for the protection of the 
! integrity of the, administration of justice is founded upon the 
I realization that persons in 'authority, instrumentalities of the State, 

" ! inust?observe certain basic rules. This is so for the practical reason 
; that their very authority might, by promise or threat, express or 

, ; implied:;') produce a statement whether or not the accused was' truly 
I willing to speak, and on occasion might bring about statements which 
I are in whole or in part untrue. It is also necessary to adopt these 

. ! basic rules for 'the higher reason that ethical precepts are a vital 
.,1 ingredient in a system of justice if it is to~ conl'mand the respect and 
I support of the community it serves, particularly in a judicial structure 

,~'; ... -- ~-"'~~... • t~u~~-"U . u~:2::e e:::::::::::~::::::::~s rule, Mr. Jnsfic.e Estey 
! considers that the iS8ueis. largely moot if the rule emanates "from 
~ 
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a desire on the part of the courts and the community to adopt 
policies which will ensure a fair, impartial and reputable adminis
tration "of justice" .13

6 Testime:nial reliability, truthfulness and 
concern for t?e ri~ht t?Jt~main sil~n~ are. theref~r~ anci~lary or 
corollary consIderabo~ui5sumed wIthm thIS overndmg ratIOnale. 

,;, Due' to the particular circumstances of the Rothman case, 
Estey J: nevertheless undertook an examination of the right to remain 
silent and its relation to the privilege against self-incrimination. 
The privilege, when' invoked by an accused, signifies the right not 
to testify and thus to remain silent at trial. 

The right in the accused, in my View, to elect not to testify in the 
trial of a charge laid against him is one of the fundamental elements 
of our criminal jurisprudence ranking with the presumption of 
innocence and tfie onus on the Crown to establish guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt according to law. His right to silence arises not 
because he is a witness but because he is an accused.137 

Behveen this testi'monial privilege and the ac;used's right to remain 
silent Mr. Justice Estey found a margin of overlap: . 

It surely follows that if our law continues to recognize the right of an 
accused not to enter the witness box under compUlsion, his indirect 
testimony in the. form of out-of-court statements to €l person in 
authority should not be admissible on a basis Which, following his 
invocation of the right to silence, undermines or defeats the right not 
to testify,138 

On this basis Mr. Justice Estey concludes that protection for the 
due administration of jU,~tice is the, Qne rationale that will justify 

,) ,:I). .~ I .<::t 4_~ •• ' , ~ r C :'-' '. 

theexclu.()'i0l~'~9f conft1~s,ional statements in any circumstance. This 
discretion, huWever,is qualified by requirements that a causal 
relation be found between the impugned conduct and the statement 
at issue, and, that the conduct be so shocking that exclusion is 
absolutely required to protect the integrity of the system of criminal 
justice. C.onsiderations that blar upon the truthfulness of a 
statement or on the accused's right to remain silent are but factors 
to b~ assessed by the trial Judge in ensuring that the accused has .a 
fair trial. 

As noted above, Mr. Justice Lamer delivered a third opinion 
in Rothman. He concurred in the result reached by the ma:jority, 
but it appears that he could not find support for his reasons among 
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other members. of the Court. In a long and difficult opm~on lJe 
attempted to reconcile the views espoused by the majority and the 
dissentients. In the process he proposed a fundamental reformula
tion of the confessions rule in these terms: 

" 1. A statement made by the accused to (a person in authority is 
inadmissible if tendered. by. theprosec;ution in a criminal 
proceeding unless the judge is <satisfied beyond a reasonable 
doubt that nothing said or done by any person in authority could 
have induced the accused to make a statement which' was or 
might be untrue. 

2. A statement made by the ~ccused to a person in au~hority and 
tendered by the prosecution in a ,criminal proceeding against him, 
though elicited under circumstances which would not render it 
inadmissible, shall neVertheless be excluded if its use in the 
proceedings would, as a result of what was said Or done by any 
person in authority .in eliciting the statement, bring the adminis
tration of justice into disrepute. 139 

The first of these propositions" is grounded upon the view that in 
Alward & Mooney the Supreme Court replaced the traditionalO 
voluntariness rule with a test of riJeliability. The second plainly 
embraces the notion that a trial. judge should have a residual 
discretion to e1-clude extra-judi/cial statements on the basis. that the 
manner in which· they were obtained requires their exclusion on 
grounds of public policy. This discretion, however, is qualified by 
requirement that a causal relation be found ,between the. impugned 
conduct and the statement at issue, and that the conduct be so 
shocking that exclusion is necessary to protect the integrity of the 
system of criminal justice. This combination of propositions bears 
substantial similarity to recommendations made by the Law Reform 
Commission of Canada in jts Report on Evidence. 140 

. J. in Marcoux & Solomon;41 Mr. Justice Lamer appears to disagree 
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With reliance upon the reasons given for the Court by Dickson 

. with the opinion,advanced in the Court below by Dubin J.A., that 
. . the right to remain silent and the privilege againsLself-inctimination ", 

() 

f; ,.' 

. .' , discIplme the conduct. of pu?hc autho~lY. On the particularfacts "of: .. ' ',~ 
~ . Rothman, however, In whIch. they ~ccused expressly refused to 
I make any statement, Mr. Justice Lamer was seemingly prepared to 
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admowledge that the confessions rule in general was broad enough 
to!,accommodate aspects ofa nbn-testimonialprivilege: 

1/ 

: But I should like to add here, that I agree with Dubin J .A. that the 
I rule is relat~d to the privilege against self-incdmina1ibn for it is, in 

my opinion, predicated in part o,n the right an accused person enjoys 
not to be compelled' to testifYj but in part only, fopthe rule is also the 
result of a desire on the part of the judges to protect the system's 
respectability' and, as a result, its very acceptance by its constit
uency.142 

In this last, of course, Lamer J. discloses an affinity with the 
dissenting rea~ons of Estey J. 

Mr. Justice Lamer's opinion is noteworthy for its~ttempt to 
reconcile two opposing· views of the policy that supports the 

, confessions rule: Moreover, he attempts to do so by the articulation 
of specific criteria. The first 'aspect of the ~JJle proposed by him, 
which pe says would be conclusive o~! most arguments on 
admissibility, shares the view that the confessions rule is a device 
by which to purge proffered evidence of risks . that may compro
mise its suitability for adjudication by the trier of facLAccord
ingly, the ambit of the rule would remain rather narrow. By 
contrast, of course, the second aspect of the rule would affirm a 
residual discretion' to investigate the manner in which a confession 
was obtained and, Where warranted, to discipline official miscon:
duct by the exclusion of its fruits from the trial. In Mr. Justice 
Lamer's view this two-step test would provide a means to 'ensure 
that a criminal trial is a forum for the delivery of justice and not 
just a search forthe truth. 

III. Conclusion 

~') 

., . Tpough Rothman is but one among seotes of cases on the 
admlssibilityo:f confessional statements, it illustrates well theqrange 
at vie'Ys onli the topiC in the Supreme Court of Canada. 'Even 
within the thlree opinions delivered in this case it is~ plain that some 
judges hold ,Tadically different interpretations of pi'evious decisions! 
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delivered by the Court, most notably in Horvath and Ward, The 
appearance of inconsistency in the Court's jurisprudence may"to 
some extent be explained by a strict view of stare decisis, In many 
instances members of the Court have stated explicitly that their 
opinions must be restrIcted'to the particular facts before them. 
However, a student of the Court's rulings can "find in this only a 
rationalization, rather than an explanation; the' doctrine of prece
dent cannot explain the wide divergence, of opinions as to the 
s~op'e and function of the confes,~ions rule, 

Indeed, one who studies the case-law 'of the Supreme Court 
since J971 cis obliged to conclude that the rule in Ibrahim has 
become more a riddle of words than a rule of principle. The 
differences between the majority and the dissentients in Rothman, 
though they may lie chiefly, in obiter dicta, are not radically unlike 
those in II v, Wray. In both cases, the majority ruled that the 
admissibility of confessional statements is governed by technically
defined criteria; if 'those criteria are met, and the statement is 
relevant, the statement is admissible, subject only to the assess
mentof weight by the trier o/fact. Theissue of fairness arises only 
to the extent that statements prejudicial to the accused may be 
exclLJded from the trier of fact if their probative value is c::trifling. 
The minority in both cases adopted the view that the confessions 
rule is primarily a rule of policy and that its application must be 
circumscribed by principles offairness that protect the integrity of 
the trial process and ensure the probity of the investigative conduct 

, ofp'ersons in authority. W' 

The divergence of philosophical opInIOn that is evident in 
Wray ancl Ro./hman forces difficult choices in policy with respect 
to the administration of criminal jri'stice in Canada. When suc,9 
chokes have been made in the past the results have not' always 
been consistent. For example, with the intr@duction of Bill S-33,the 
Government (has proposed a codification of the general principles 
of "admissibility set forth by)Martland J. in Wray. Byo contrast\> 

"subsection 24(2) of the Charter allows for the vindication of 
constitutional rights by the exclusion of evidence obtained in 
violation ,thereof, and tllis in large measure is predicated upon the 
perception', of the exclusionary power as a mechanism for 
cdhtrolling official m:iscs>nduct. Other instances where the power to 
exclude evidence is available to supervise police activity can be 
found in, the provisions of the Criminal Code that govern the 
admissibility of wiretap evidence143 and in tpe provisions of the 
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Young Offenders Act on the admissibility of e,vide,nce obtained ~~ 
violation of the procedural _' t:ples set d~~n III that A~t. 
Nevertheless, it {Iremains tq.le that the exclusionary rules pr,ovlded 
in, the Constitution and in miscellaneo\!s statutes are ex~eptlOns to 
the general rule in Canadian law that illegally. or ImpropeI;)y 
obtained evidence is admissible. 
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PART TWO 

Recommendations' for reform 

I. Introductory recomrBendation 

RECOMMENDATION 
# 

(,; 

1. . As proposed in. Recommendations 2 through 14 inclusiv~, 
the,.Commissi0!l advo~~s the el!~ctmeq(of statutory rulesJocgovern 

""the 9uestioning of suspects\! (I 0 

This recommendation enunciates the Commission's policy with 
respect to the law on the interrogation of suspects, and all 

" c.::) subsequent recomIiI:ex~dation~flowfrom it ' 
(> 

The Commission takes the view that the Jaw (m~xtra-judicial 
statements consists of a procedural and an evidentiary dimension. 
The former comprises the manner in which statements are Qbtaim!d 
and the latter describes the use towhich~statements may be put in 
a judicial. pr:o,peeding. The two intersect on the issue of admissibi.
lit~. The voluntarine~s rule descending~(~m f~l:ahJm v. , The.K.ing, 145 

bemg a n rule of eVIdence ;for, theadmlsslbl~lty of a speCIeS of 
. hearsay, seeks only t~ distingUIsh what is acceptable or unaccept-
. able as proof in thedeterminati61l, ofguiltorinnocence~ As" 
interpreted by .the Supreme Court of Canada,it affords no genera) 
mandate for judicial sUpervisi.onof the manner in whic;h )aw
em~rcement ~gencies' obtain extra;"judicial statements, except" to 
the extent that the rule demands cproof that the ,statement was 'not, 
procured through hope of advantage or, fear of prejudice induced 
by a person in authority. TheCQrh1uission, however,believes that 

o pre~crlbed rules are required for ' Sup~,isi~n ,pf the procedure for 
takmg statements. , " "",'. , " ' ',. " 
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As for the form of such regulation, the Commission believes 
that rules for the questioning of suspects must have the force of 
law, and accordingly it recommends that such rules be statutory. 
Statutory authority can, of course, derive either from ordinary 
legislation or from subordinate legislation. As yet the Commission 

"has no strong view as to the paiticular legislative text in which 
procedural rules ought to be included, but it is convinced that only 
ordinary legislation can satisfy the public interest in having clear 
and stable standards for the interrogation of suspects. 146 Neither 
administrative guidelines nor internal police manuals have the force 
of law and they can vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 
Subordinate legislation, though it carries the weight of statutory 
authority, is practically an instrument of executive power, and thus 
lacks the prominence or the fixity of ordinary legislation. The 
Commission believes that striking a balance between the interest of 
the state in the protection of individual freedoms and in the 
conviction of criminal offenders is a sufficiently delicate and 
controversial business that primary responsibility for any rules 
governing the interrogation of suspects should lie with the highest 
ru1e-making body in our system of government. The construction 
of such rules and their modification t'should be open to the fullest 
public and political debate. 

The police often do not know whether a statement they gather 
will be used as evidence in a prosecution, but the probability that it 
will rises in proportion to the grounds for belief that the statement's 
maker has committed a criminal offence. When a person is under 
arrest or d~tention, or when process has been commenced against 
him, there is obviously a substantial basis for suspecting him of 
that offence. This p§erson is 'already an "accus~d" at law. 147 

Accordingly, the peace officer who questions him is not seeking 
mere' information. He seeks informatj"on related to his suspicion 
that the accused has committed an otIence. He seeks evidence, 
and for practical purposes he is taking "indirect testimony" .148 As 
evidence for the persuasion of the trier of fact, this "testimony" 
mciy have a determining effect on the' result of a contested 
prosecution. It may'aisQ determine the issue before any appearance 
in court if on the basis of his statement the accused elects to plead 
gUilty. ' 

At present, the law accords to the suspect none of the 
protection granted to the accused in court. An interrogation is not 
a public proceeding, especially when conducted in the absence ~f 
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counsel, and the record of. such questioning would not bear 
comparison with a transcript. Mor~Q¥er, there is no pres,umptidn of 
innocence' at the interrogation !~fa suspect: there are at least 
reasonable grounds for believing that he is guilty of an offence. In 
fact, then, if not in law, an interrogation is an inquisition in which 
agents of the state seek the disclosure of evidence. Such a 
procedure is not inherently objectionable. If a suspect wants to 
give a. statement or to answer questions, and knows the conse
quences that may flow from doing so, interrogation can only assist 
the administration of criminal justice. 

In a courtroom the law places a premium upon the enlightened 
choice of the accused to make a statement. This' is evident in 
section 469 of the Criminal Code 149 and in the various protections 
available at trial, including the ab$91ute right to remain silent. No 
less than the accused in court, however,the suspect, the person 
detained in custody, . or the person against whom process has 
issued,deserves the protection of the law. For these people, the 
legislative imposition of rules and procedures will afford the 
protection of pUblicity because Parliament will have declared 
standards expected of the police when questioning suspects. It will 
provide accountability because the state will risk the loss of its 
evidence if it fails to meet the stanq~rds prescribed. Moreover, the 
protections accruing from legislative interveqtion will avail both to 
suspects and to the Crown because compliance with fixed 
procedures will assure the courts and the public that the 
invesfigation and prosecution of crime are being conducted 
according to generally acceptable standards. 

The foregoing reasons for legislative regulation of police 
interrogation are largely analytical rather than empirical. The 
Commission has not undertaken field-work to determine variations 
in investigative practices among different police forces, but it 
assumes that individual police officers will treat suspects with the 
appropriate measure of respect. Even without extensive empirical 
research, however, the Commission believes that there is more 
than enough justification for the view that the: evidentiary standard 
of admissibility fails to provide the kind of guidance needed in: the 
conduct of questioning by police officers. ISO This proposition is not, 
ultimately, capabJe of proof; nor, of course, is the co.nverse~ 
Indeed, the necessity for control of police-interrogation practices 
has always divided the legal community and ,public opil1ionat 
large, .and it would be sheer fancy to. think, that general agreement 
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could be reached' on the issue. For its part, however," the 
Commission' has no hesifation in tendering recommendations for 
legislative regulation of police interrogation. 1n its opinion, 
voluminous case-law , the Ouimet R.eport IS1 , the Morand Report1S2 

C and the McDonald Report,IS3 to say nothing of the .report and 
studies prepared for the Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure 
in the United Kingdom, IS4 demonstrate the need for procedural 
control of police questioning. " 

Clauses 63 through 72 of Bill S-$3, however, can be fairly 
described as a consolidation, if not a codification, of common-law 
rules that govern the' admission of extra-judicial confessions 
tendered by the prosecution in penal cases. Among these provi
sions are specific initiatives that deviate 'from established prece
dent, including a shift in the' Crown's burden from 'proof beyond 
reasonable doubt to satisfaction of the court on the balance of 
probabilities, the reversal of DeClercq v. The Queen,ISS and some 
niodificationdf the rule in R. v. St. Lawrence. IS6 The Commission, 
while it is in general agreement 'with, the Bill's provisions on 
confessions, advocates some errlendation of them; these proposals 
are set out below inRecommendations 13 and 14. 

In wrestling with the rationale of the nile, a matter un which 
reams have bCzn Written~ the ':Bask Force on Uniform Rules of 
Evidence had this to say: 

There is ... the clear commori law principle that the Crown must 
establish its case without the assistance of the accused, and theTask 
Force is of the opinion that it is this principle that is the primary 0 

, rationale of the Confessions Rule today. J57 

The Commission accepts this statement. The rationale, of course, 
is the idea to which the rule gives shape and force. 

\'l 
" The prosecution cannot compel the ~~stance of the accused 

in proving its case; nor, of course, )~n the police compel the 
assistance. ~f a suspec~ or an aCG!.ls~~.d~ih the~rA)vestigation~, except 
upon posItIve, authonJy. If a "suspect WIs;tS to prOVIde such 
assistance, he is free to do so, just as the a1,forities are freeto ask 
for .it. The Commission believes that no §!J?pect should be, asked to 
make discovery against himself without being warned of the 
consequences that may follow. That this should be so is, in} our 
opinion, imperative, if not self-evident, where a suspect in custody 
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makes a statement to a police officer, There must be reasonable 
and probable grounds for a police officer to take a. perso~into 
custody, and a person in custody)s an accused,' even If only mthe 
constructive sense intended by section 448 of the Criminal Code. ISS 
In principle, however, there is no real distinction between t~e 
predicament of a suspect who is an accused at law an?one ~ho IS 
not as there will often be reasonable grounds for SUspICIon. Without ' " 

a corresponding arrest Or the issuance of process. 

A police officer is the agent of the state and of the community 
who bears primary responsibility, for investigating offences, appre
hendingsuspects and seeing to the prosecution of persons accused 
of crime. As noted by the Task Force, the police officer is also an 
agent of the Crown. When he seeks to question a suspect, an 
adversarial, process has, c,?mmenced. Giving answers is ma~ng 
discovery. In the Commission's view the procedure for polIce 
questioning should be formally regulated by rul.es to ensu:e, first, 
that the accused gave his answers freely WIth an enlightened 
understanding of the consequences that might follow and, second, 
that an accurate record of the discovery is made. 

There have, of course, been previous calls for rules to govern 
police-interrogation practices. In its revi.ew of the recom?Ienda-
tions proposed by the Task Force on Umform Rule~ of Ev~dence, 
the Uniform Law Conference called for a study of thIS questIOn: 

Approved. Motion. Resolved that a study be made of legal r~le's to 
govern the conduct of the police in the taking of statements, WIth the 
intention that such rules would be, appended to the Uniform Evidence 
Act [now Bill S~33}.159 ' 

It should be obvious that the Commis~ion agrees in principle with 
this resolution. Whether such rilles should be appended to the Bill 
S~33 is not an issue on which we have a, settled opinion,. but we 
hope that the rules proposed in this Working Paper will provide a 
sound basis on. which to develop legal rules such as those 
cQnt~mplated 'in the re,solution. approved by the Uniform Law 
Conference. 0 

As envisaged by" the Commission, the law on extra-judiciat 
confessions would consist of general rules governing statements 
made to persons in authority and speci~c rules governing the 
interrogation' of' suspects by police officers. The former would 
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subsume; the latter. Police officers. are~ of course, persons in 
authority; thus, where the specific rules -are not applicable, 
statements.made to these persons' would remain subje.ct· to. the 
general rules, as in instances of non-custodial questioning of.a 
person who is not a. suspect. TheCommi~sion proposes that the 
provisions on confessions in Bill S .. 33 provide the general regime, 
and .:that . the specific regime consist of the rules made in the 
recommendations below. The former would be primarily amecha
nism for testing evidentiary reliability,. while the latter would' be a 
procedural, code. regulating the questioning. of suspects; they would 
meet on the question of admissibility. ' 

II. Rules governi11g the que.stioningofsllspects . 

Division I '-, Preliminary provisions 

A. Application 

RECOMMENDATION . 

2.(1) A police. officer who. has reasonable grounds. to belieye 
that a person is implicated.' in the commission of a criminal., offence 
shall. not questi~~ that person with respect .to that offence .or any 
other offence exceptin conformity with these rules.. ' 

'~ . (2)" N6twithstanding the generality of the foregoing paragraph, 
these rules shall apply with respect to questioning of any person 
under arrest or detention; they sball also apply with respect to any 
person who is 'anqaccused within the meaning of 'section 448, of the 
Criminal Code, or against whom an information has been laid. or an 
indictment preferred. '.' . . .' 

The.general principle set . out in paragraph 1 of this recom.men
dation is that the scheme of rules' proposed by the Commission 
should operate, whenever a police officer seeks to question~ a 
person wh~m he has,reasona~le grounds .to 'believe is implicated in 
the cOinniission of a 'criminaloffeilce. ''The touchstone of the 
scheme, therefore, is' the quantum of . suspicion. Paragraph' 2 
enumenites instances in which the requisite quantum can be 
assessed. by objective standards. . 
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The concept of "reasoniAblegrounds" is well known 'inAnglo
Canadian law.' As a criterion for the exercise of official authority in 
instances where prior authorization is not required, as in an arrest 
without warrant, its chief d.isadvantage is that it forces the judiciary 
to a retrospective assessment of a judgment made by a peace 
officer in infinitely varying circumstances. Though it lacks this 
element of prescriptive certainty, a criterion of reasonable grounds 
for the invocation of the scheme proposed by the Commission is 
markedly more exact, and. therefore conducive to consistent 
observation by the police and interprt1;tation by the courts, than the 
retrospective assessment of voluntariness that takes place upon a 
voir dire at common law. 

~. 

The Commission has adopted a test of reasonable grounds on 
theprernise that, if it be accepted that the Crown cannot compel 
the assistance of the .accused in the pr(!paration of its caser, and 
must be able to prove guilt beyond reasonable doubt without that 
assistance, a suspect should be ipformed of the legal jeopardy in 
which he finds himself, and of his right to remain silent, as soon as 
the investigating officer has a' substantial basis 'for suspecting him 
of involvement in the" commission of an offence. Where such 
grounds exist, questions put to a suspect 'in the f~rtherance of an 
investigation anticipate answers that may prove crucial to the 
resolution of a subsequent prosecution. It would be anomalous 
indeed if the scheme proposed here were to . operate only where a 
suspect had been arrested or detained, or had been named in an 
information SWorn against him., or an indictment preferred against" 
him. If, for convenience alone, we refer compendiously, to the 
states described. in paragraph 2 as • 'custody" , it should be obvious 
that these states reflect only. some formal action taken upon 
reasonable . grounds . for belief. It certainly does not follow that 
reasonable grounds cannot exist independently of such . formal 
action as is reflected in arrest; detention or the issuance of process. 
The suspect's right to remain silent acquires its significance 
wherever there is a substantial quantum of suspicion against him, 
and for this reas~!p the Commission proposed that the' present 
scheme should operate whenever that quantum exists. 

o'l('i~ 

The second paragraph. of this rdbommendation is predicated 
upon the. language of '~~ption 10 of the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms and it denotes compulsory restraint of the .citizen. 
The latteIi''' part of this paragraph creates a category of con~tructive 
custody to inbludepersonswho may not be ti'nder physical arrest 
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may not have been arrested or detained at some previous()ime. By 
definition; both actual and constructive custody are predicated 
upon the existence of reasonable grounds, and thus to the 
commencement of adversarial or accusatorial procedures. 

As defined in Recommendation 2(2), custody lends itself 
readily to objective identification, and, as should be apparent from 
the language of the proposal, the recommendation is consistent 
with section 10 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 
The definition of constructive custody simply deems accused 
persons to be beneficiaries of these rules. 

'S 

The Commission is quite aware that "arrest and detention" is 
an ambiguous phrase in Canadian jurisprudence, especially the 
concept of detention. For the moment, however; and without 
prejudice to oUr work on arrest, we, take the view that the wisest 
policy in describing physical custody is to adopt the language of 
the Charter and await elucidation of its terms in the courts. The 
chief question, of course, is whether there is some form of 
detention short of arrest that would give 'i rise to the obligation 
imposed by section 10. 

According to the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. 
Whitfield,160 arrest denotes a deprivation of the citizen's liberty, but 
it does not necessarily involve actual physical restraint. In 
Chrorniak v. The Queen, 1~1 the Court decided that detention 
signifies compulsory restraint, and generally physical restraint, but 
that it does not necessarily include arrest. If these propositions are 
correct, it would seem that detention can only denote compulsory 
restraint after arrest. Detention short of arrest' is therefore a 
juridical non-entity. Moreover, if the foregoing represents a true 
syllogism, it follows as a corollary that custody162 and detention are 
identical. But is it a true syllogism? 

At least one thing is clear from Whitfield and Chromiak: arrest 
is the larger and inclusive category because detention does not 
nec~ssarily embrace arrest. Indeed these cases explicitly hold that 
it cannot. One might infer that a deprivation of liberty is the same 
as compulsory restraint and that, therefore, arrest subsumes 
detention. On th~, main issue, however, one is left with the 
conclusion that, barring statutory exceptions, arrest precedes 
detention or that detention commences with arrest. In the result, 

., the law does not enforce the rights of ~ suspect before his. arrest. 
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This analysis ,poses problems, not the least of which are that it 
defies common sense, practical experien,ce and the plain meaning 
of words. Police officers routinely stop citizens for investigative 
purposes without giving them a warning of their rights. This is 
commonly the case where "citizens are stopped for questioning or 
for roadside checks of one sort or another. 163 In many instances the 
police do not have reasonable and probable grounds to suspect 
such persons of a criminal offence. To say that 'these persons have 
not been detained is simply a fiction. l64 Even in the absence of 
positive authority, it may be said that the law recognizes a power 
of detention before arrest if only because it provides no censure 
against the practice. 'The question of policy that arises h,ere is 
whether the law's definition of detention should embrace aU 
instances of detention in fact. This issd~ is obviously of immense 
practical importance to the police. ' 

If detention is construed so as to include any kind of stop 
short of arrest, the obligations 9f the police under section 10 of the 
Charter and under the rulef proposed here would arise early in any 
encounter with a citizen. This, would be especially the case if t.~e 
courts determine that a peace officer can lawfully detain a' citizen 
without,teasonable and probable grounds. Yet the imposition of a 
constitutional or statutory duty to warn in those circumstances 
would result in a legal and social absurdity:, it would transform 
virtually every encounter between· the citizen and the police 'into an 
adversarial or hostile relationship. This is undesirable in law and 
mistaken in fact. Such requirements upon the police would lead to 
subversion of relations between them and the public bypr9viding 
for procedural protections that in many instances would be grossly 
disproportion'!te to the nature and cause of the detention. " 

\( 
At least with respect to custody as defined in Reco:nmenda

Hon 2(2), the Commission supports an interpretation of detention 
'that, barring statutory exceptions that sanctIon a power to '. stop, 
would view it as a state of compulsory restraint following arrest. 
We believe thFf6a~-law supports this interpretati'on. 'We wish only 
to allupe to the definitional problem concerning detention because 
we fee1.\that a Working Paper on the q',~~stioning of suspects is not 
the appt\ppriate;place in which to make slll)stantive recommenda
tions wit'n respect to this matter. These terms will be analyzed in 
the courts\, and further analysis will be undertaken by those'in the 
Commissiohwho are studying the law of arrest. In some 'respects, 
however, these remarks on arrest and detention mark a digression 
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because the central proposition advanced by the Commission in 
Recommendation 2 is clear: our scheme of ru.les would come into 
effect whenever a police officer has reasonable grounds to believe 
.that·a person is implicated in the commission of a criminal offence. 

" 

RECOMMENDATION 

3~ Except where there is any inconsistency between these rules 
and the proTtisions of the Young Offenders Act, these rules shall also 
apply to questicming by a peace officer of a suspect who is a' young .' I 
person. I 

SecfJ6n 56 of the Young Offenders Act,165 which has not yet 
been ploclaime'd in fd'~ce, enacts rules to govern the admissibility 
of extra-judicial statements by young persons accused of crime. 
Subsection 56(1) provides: ' 

Subject to this section, the law relating, to the admissibility of 
statements, made by persons accused of 'committing offences applies 
in respect of young persons. 

'"( " 

Accordingly, if the rulys proposed in this Working Paper should 
form the basis of legislative, action for the regulation of. the 
interrogation of suspects, and if Bill S-33 should become law, both 
would be incorporated by reference into the Young Offenders Act, 
and both would govern the admission of copfessions by young 
persons. There is, in the Commission's view, .no incompatibility 
between the rules proposed .here and the provisions of section 56 in 
the Young Offenders Act. That section does, however, impose 
additional obligations .~\upbn the ;.authorities who seek to question 

" young persons. We believe that the greatest impact of our rules on 
these practices would concern the procedures set out in Recom
mendations 8 through 12.166 

RECOMMENDATION. 
lJ , . 

4. These rules shall nqt. apply tostate,ments that of themselves 
constitute the gravamen of an offence. 

Although the issue has not been decided by the Supreme 
. Court of Canada, lower courts have taken the position that ~ voir 
dire is not necessary where,) the statement in issue constitutes the 
gravamen of the offence· charged. As expressed by Mr. Justice 
Martin of the Ontario Court of Appeal in Stapleton v. The Queen, 
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the rationale for this exception is that the voluntariness rule seeks 
only to reg~late the admissibility of extra-judicial confessions that 
,were made by the accused after. the commission of an offence and 
tendered by the prosecution in proof of the charge. 167 The 
Commission agrees with this position. ~ 

B. Interpretation 

RECOl\>IMENDATION 

5. Tbe following definitions shall apply in the interpretation of 
these rules: " 

"suspec~~' 

"questioning" 

',:police officer" 

P 

tt suspect' 
1/ 

means a person in respect of whom these 
rules apply according to Recommenda
tions 2 and 3; 

includes any utterance or gesture that 
is calculated to;, elicit, or is reasonably 
likely to elicit, a statement from a person 
wi(h I;~spect to the investigation of a 
crimina! offence; . 

includes constables, persons appointed 
as peace officers under the Customs 
Act, the Excise Act, the FisJzeries Act and 
the National Defence Act, .' or any 
agent ther~of. 

See commentary under Recommendation 2. 

"questioning" 

This definition is restricted to utterances' and gestures that are 
substantively linked to the investigation of any criminal offence. 

\) 

Statements lie somewhere, on a continuum between those that 
are unsought, truly spontaneous utterances and those that provide 
specific answers to questions posed. But what of the statement that 
is given by an accused when he is handed a transcript of things 
said by a witness or an accomplice, or the statement of an alleged 
robber when presented with photographs"taken in the bank, or the 
statement given when tp.e accused is confronted with his alleged 
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victim? Instances of express questioning by peac~ officers for the 
purpose of eJiciting infor~a.tion or. evidertte abdd an offen~e are II 
clear and present no defimtIOnal dIfficulty. Less clear, and mdeef 
quite probleihatic, is the extent to which a definition of questioning 
should embrace "functional equivalents" to direct interrogation. 
This issue has ariis'en in the United States with respect to the 
application of the warnings required by the decision of the Supreme 
Court in Mi(anda v. Arizona. 168 The leading authority on this 
question is Rhode Island v. Innis, in which the Court adopted an 
expansive definition of interrogation: 

We conclude that the Miranda safeguards, come into play 
whenever a person in custody is subjected to either express 
questioning OrllS functional equivalent. That is tq'25ay, the term 
"interrogation" under Miravda refers not only tp express question
ing, Hut also to any words or actions on the pare~bf the police \other 
than those normally attendant to arrest and custody), that th~ police 
should know are reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating response 
from the suspect. The latter portion of this definition focuses 
primarily upon the perceptions of the' suspect, rather than theintent 
of the police. This focus reflects the fact that the Miranda safeguard& 
were designed to vest a suspect in custody with an added measure of 
protection against coercive ponce practices, ,"without regard to 
objective proof of the underlying intent of the police. A practice that 
the"police should know is reasonably likely to evoke an inc(iminating 
response from a suspect thus amounts to interrogation. But, since the 
police surely cannot be held accountable for the unforeseeable results 
of their words or actions, the definition of i~terrogation can extend 
only to word'~ o~ actions on the part of police officers that they 
should have' knowll were reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating 
response. 169 

The Commission agrees with this view of questioning. We have no 
hestitation in extending the definition of "questioning" to embrace 
gestures that are reasonably likely to prpyoke a statement from ~ 
suspect. In, theory this eX,t(!Dsion is not~}ing but 'an adaptation at, 
the concept of "assertive conduct" tha* figur~,s in. the, so-called 
rule of adoptive admissions. Actions ,unac1,companied by words can 
provide a powerful cpnstraint" upon th

1

'6 volens of a{J suspect, 
especially a suspect in custody. Indeed, ~estu,res that will, induce 
confessional sfatements are commonplace,feven if they fall short of 
physical abuse. While we agree with the: Supreme Court of the 

' . '; It., c 

United ;$tates that ':thepolice sure~ycanl~ot be held.'accountable 
for the unforseeable result~ of theIr wortIs", \Ve thmk that the 
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definition should be suffieiently flexible' to capture' both direct and 
indirect ,means of procuring statements. . . 

(I 0 

We should pgint out that nothing in our recommendations 
wOlild restrict the l~bject of questioning to incriminatingO statements 
made by a suspect, and in this connection we maintain consistency 
with the decisi<,m of the Supreme Court of Canada in Piche v. The 
Queen. FO ' 

C) . 

"police officer" 

Thy Commission has restricted the application of this scheme 
of rules Jo • ~police officersl; '. Though the definition is, not 
exhaustive"our hltention is to ,encompass peace officers' whose 
principal re'~ponsibilities include enforcement of the criminal law. 
FurJher expansion of the scheme"'s application would impose a 
procedlJral burden of responsibility upon persons or agencies that 
isligrossly disproportionate to their responsibility for the investiga
tion and prosecution of crinle. 

~ So:ne compensatiOQ for the restricti~~ scope of the sChehle" '~' r l 
I (/ can .be found in the notion of ag~ncy set out in the. latter part of 

the Commission's definition oL"'police office;;s". In comnion usage,. 
agency denotes a relationship in which One actor performs the will I " 

'of another. At common law, the rules, of evidence ,governing ~hei'» •. 
admissibility of extra-judicial nstatements already admit of ii;:i't/ '" 
conce~t i~ circ~m~tances wh,ere som~one other th1fln a person' in 
authonty IS assImIlated to a person In authority ~br purposes of 
administering the voluntariness rule. 'With respect ~b "the def1nition 
of "police offjcers" oproposed by theCo!llmission, we wouldoextend 
the re,sponsibility for 1/ compliance to' any person who, in the 
circumstances 9f the case, might be reasonably considered as 
~cting on behalf or with the acqqiescetice ,of a poliC,e officer. 

DivisionJI -' General rules 
" U il 

" Divisiq~t It' of the' Comomission's r~commendations sets forth 
substantiv~'crule~s on the questioning of sus,pects By.' police officers. 
The general prin9iple, contained in ~ecomIi1endation6, is that no 
suspect' shall be questioned without a warning of' his right to 

,,' remain silent To thiso,requirementone specific refinement is added. 
.Recommend~tion 7;, stipplates (that a warning in tHe form . pr~scrib,ed 
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by Recommendation ~. be given at the first reasonable opportunity 
to a suspect who makes a spontaneous(1 statement, and that this 
statement be reduced to writing as soon as possible. /;:' 

RECOMMENDATION 

6. (1) A police officer who has reasonable grounds to believe 
that a,person is implicated in the commission of a criminal offence 
shall not question that person with 'respect to that offence or any 
other. off~nce under ~nvestigation, unless he has given that person a 
warnmg m ,t;~ofonowmg terms: 

You ~ave=a"r~ght toremairi'silent~;J Anything you say may be introduced 
as e~dence m c.?urt. If you a~ree to make ~' state.r-en!c-6!'-""answer 
~uestJons, you ~ are free to exet:clse your right to ~~~ain §ilent\t any 
time. Before yon make a statement or answer any~qhestions you may 
contact a lawyer; 

Tl!.ls warning shall, be given orally and may also be given in writing. 

(2~ A wa.rning n~~~ not berep~atedif' a warning has recently 
be~n gIVen or m other Circumstances where repetition ~ould be self-
eVIdently unneces,,,ary. -,' 

''0 ~--, » 

.At least }.lntil the proclamation 'of the Canadian Charter of 
RIgh~s and Free~oms; the police were ITot obliged to issue a 
warnmg of nny,)kmd to persons whom they wished to question 
although most police forces have done so as a matter of practic~ 
for ~any years. There was some uncertainty in the law on this 
questIOn after the d~cision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 
Gach v. ~he !<ing. 171 Mr. Justi~e" Taschereau (as he ,VIen was) 
suggeste~ I~ this case that .a cautIon <was a necessary condition for 
t~e .ad~lssIOn of a confession, but in Boudreau 172 the Court later 
dIstmgUIshed" these remarks as obiter dicta, and ever since it has 
been . set~led ~aw that >the issuance of a warning of the right to 
remam . sIlent IS ~n.ly one among the circumstances that a judge will 
assess m determmmg the voluntariness of a statement. 

Sections 10 and 11 of the Charter require the police to inform 
persons who are arrested or detained, or charged with an offence 
of ~ertain con.stituti~nal rights, ,but no provision of the Charte; 
~bhges the poh~e to Issue a warning of the right to remain silent. it 
IS', nevertheles~, trit~ law that every citizen has an absolute right 
not to answerq~estlOns or make, a statement ';unless some specific 
statutor~ authOrIty allows the police to compel the discl()sur~ of G 
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information. Recommendation 6 would impose upon police officers 
a statutory duty to give a warning of the right to remain silent 
whenever they wish to question a suspect. As there is 'in fact no 
presumption of innocence where there is a suspicion of guilt, it 
seems' a self-eyid'ent proposition of fairness that a suspect should 
be apprised of a right that has long been recognized at law. The 
Commission takes the view that the right to silence of a person 
suspected or accused ,.,of crime is as great, if not greater, than the 
right to contact a lawyer. 

The purpose of RecommendatiQn 6(2) is to avoid needless 
repetition of the .warning required in the first paragraph. As 
understood by the Commission, repetition would be unnecessary 
where the required warning is fresh in the mind of the suspect, and 

. the second paragraph of the recommendation attempts to reflect 
this view. 

With respect to persons caught within"the terms of Recom
mendation &(2)" the last sentence of the warning will for practical 
purposes' be a reiteration of the warning required by subsection 
to (b) of the Charter. For su,~pects" to wh~p1 the scheme would 
apply solely by virtue of Recommendation 2(1), it maybe argued 
that the Commission is advocating spme expansion of the right to 
counsel as it presently exists in Canadian law. This is indeed the 
position taken here. It cannot, of course, be argued that a suspect 
does not have a right to contact a lawyer unless or until a statutory 
authority expressly ,vests him, with it. Any citizen has the right to 
consult a lawyer. Th\~value of the right, however, lies in the 
degree to which it can be enforced. Hence the novelty in the 
Commission's position on this matter is that, although Recommen .. 
dation 13 would only sanction directly a failure to give the warning, 
it would effectively allow the denial, of contact with a lawyer to be 
considered as a contravention of the rules. c\ 

\-1 

RECOMMENDATION 

',r:--' 
7. Where a suspect makes a spontaneous statement" in tbe 

presence of a police officer ~ the police offi<:er shall, at the first 
reasonable" opportunity,give ~ warning in the form required by 
Recolllmendation 6. T~e police officer shall then reduce the statement 
to writing as soon as possible in tile circumstances. 

A spontaneous statement is the purestform of admission. The 
procedure recommended here is self-explan'3:tory. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

, 8. Within a reasonable delay, and in aqy case not later than 
thirty days after the making of a statement, la~-enforcement officers 
shall deliver to a su§pect or his c.ounsel an authentic copy of any 
written record or taped recording of answers or statements made by 
that suspect pursuant to [these rules]. 

: . :) 

No comment is necessary. 

Division III - Recording procedures 

A. Field questioning 

RECOMMENDATION 

'~. .9. Where.a suspect is questioned in· a place other than apolic;e 
stabonorprison, a police officer in attendallce· shall, as soon as 
possible and to the fullest extent possible, make a record. of all 
questions . put and answers given. The record shall include· a ~inute 
of the time at which questioning began and concluded', including a 
note of any interruptions in the questioning, of the place at which the 
questioning was 'conducted, of the identity of. all persons ,present 
during the questioning, and of the time at· which the record was 
made .. Upon completion thereof, the officer wbo prepares'the.rtfcord 
shall sign it. 

B. Station-house questioning. 

(1) Taped questioning 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

10. Questioning that bIkes place in a police station or prison 
shall be electronically recorded wherever feasible, . either by audio
taping or by video-taping. At the commencement of such questiqning, 
a police officer in attendance shall inform· the suspect that the 
questioning is being electronically recorded. The police officer: shall 
give a.warning to the suspect in the form required by Recommenda
tion 6. The police officer· shaH also state the time before commencing 
the questioning. .. . .. . 

'. - : 
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11. At the conclusion of taped questioning, a police officer in 
attendance shall state the date and time and then secure the tape in a 
safe place. The tape shall be accompanied by a certificate, signed by 

.~an officer in attendance, stating the identity of all persons· present 
during the questioning and the time at which questioning began and 
ended. 

(2) Questioning not taped 

RECOMMENDATION 

12. Where a suspect is questioned in a police station or prison, 
and the questioning. is not electronically recorded, a police officer in 
attendance shall, as soon as possible and to the f~llest extent possible, 
make a record of all . questions put and answers given. The record 

. .It'-. _ ',_ 

shall include. a minute of the time at which questioning began and 
concwded, as well as a note of any interruptions in· tbe questioning, 
of the place at which the questioning was conducted, of the identity 
of all persons present during the questioning, and of the time .at 
which the record was made. Upon completion thereof, the officer 
who· prepares ·the record. shall sign \to 

. In view of the powerful influence that confessional statements 
can have upon the course of a trial, and indeed upon the 
determination of guilt otinnocence, it is imperative that the 
prosecution should present before the court a record that sets forth 
as . completely and .as accurately .. as possible the contents of a 
statement aIld the. circumstances in which it was taken. At present 

dhe evidence adduced at . the voir dire is often approximative and 
vague, and too often argument on. the voir dire proceeds on the 
basis of assertions thai simply cannot be corroborated. The 
objective'· of Recommendations 8 through 12 is to provide proce
dures tbat will facilitate the reconstruction of an interrogation . 
. Such procedures will not only assist the courts and expedite the . , " . 
voir dire, but in large measure it should protect the polk~e against 
unwarranted allegations +of misconduct. One specific benefit of 
these procedures would be that an accurate record will reduce the 
number of disputes. as to the identity of .p~rsol1s who sh()uld be 
called to testify at the voir dire. Similarly, although the incidence 
of deliberate . corruptions of the record ,cannot be calculated, 
compliance with our procedures should minimize "verballing" and 
similar problems. . . . 

, ;,.; 
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The procedures advocated in Division III are, admittedly, 
artifices for introducing an element of publicity, and therefore 
accountability, into interrogation procedures. The Commission 
hopes that these measures will dispel some of the suspicion that 
naturally attaches to investigative practices that are conducted in 
private. While we would not propose a requirement for corrobora
tion in police interrogation, we believe that greater reliability would 

'\ flow from compliance with the rules proposed in this part of our 
recommendations. 

Division III incorporates three important' distinctions: ques
tioni~g ~f persons not suspected and questioning of suspects; field 
quest~on~ng and"< st.ation-house questioning; taped or non-t~ped 
questIOmng. The aXIOm of these proposals, and indeed of the entire 
scheme, is that procedural obligations on the police should become 
increasingly, onerous as one progresses from field questioning of a 
person not in custody to station-house interrogationof a suspect in 
custody. Thus, the operation of Division III can be summarized as 
follows: 

,Questioning of persons who are not suspects is subject to 
the ordinary rules of admissibility, and not to the rples 
proposed in this Working Paper. v 

Questioning of suspects is subject both to the ordinary 
rules and, to the rules proposed in this Working Paper. 

Field questioning i~ covered by Recommendation 9" which 
requires the preparation of a thorough record of questions 
'put, statements given and the attending circumstances. 

, , , 

Station-house questionin& ought to be electronically 
recorded wherever feasible. 

o 

Apart from tbe prOVISIons on tape-recording" which, are looseLY 
ba,sed, upon provisions of the Model Code of Pre-Arj'aignment 
Prdcedure, the Recommendations in Division TIl owe much to the 
Judges' Rules. :. 

The'scheme demonstrates, a preference for electronic, recording 
of station':'house questioning, but does not require it. The provision 
of equipment will impose a significant capital burden' upon law
enforcement agencies, and for this reason the Commission believes 
that it' would be unreasonable, if not unconstitutional, to insist 
upon tape-recording. Nevertheless, we have drafted the provisions 
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in such a way that a judge on a voir dire may ask why it was not 
~easible for an interrogation to be taped, as, indeed, he may inquire 
mto any other apparent non-compliance with the proposed rules. It 
is important to note in this regard that where stateVt1~nts are not 
taped the procedure in Recommendation 12 would aprJl~':,}'? 

The Commission has not investigated" the logistical and 
scientific problems that may derive from tape-recording, and in 
particular it has not studied recording, technology in order to gauge 
the risk of tampering or malfunction. We would, however, point 
out that, despite its dangers, tape-recording would mark a distinct 
improvement over the vagaries of oral testimony. 173 Not only will it 
enhance the court's ability to assess objectively the accuracy of the 
testimony and the credibility of witnessess, but it should facilitate 
the admission of statements in evidence. We foresee no difficulty 
in the, production of a recording in evidence,~ubject only to 
satisfactory proof of continuity. 

Division IV - Enforcement 

RECOMMENDATION 

)3. The CQrnmission recQmmends the enforcement Qf these 
rules by the following redrafting of clause 64 of Bill S-33: 

64." (1) A statement, other than 
one to which paragraph 62(1)(f), (g), (h) 
or (i) applies, that is made by an accused 
to a person in authority is not admissible 
at the Instance of the prosecution at a 
tr,ial or preliminary inquiry unless the 
prose~ution,in a voir dire, satisfies the 
court beyond a reasonable doubt that 
the statement was vo~untary. 

, (2) Not.withstanding the require
ments for admissibility set forth in 
subsection (1), a statement taken from a 
suspect in contravention of [these rules], 
is not admissible at the instance of the 
prosecution at a trial, or preliminary 
inquiry' unless: it isestablisbed thilt th, e 

., '. 

contravention is merely a defect of form 
or a trifling irregularity of procedure., 

.. 
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This recommendation consists 'of two parts. The first proposes 
that clause 64 of the Bill S-33 be styled as subclause 64(1) and that 
the burden of proof stipulated by the draft be amended . so as to 
require proof beyond reasonable doubt rather than satisfaction Qn a 
balance of probabilities. The second part of the recommendation 
consists of subclause 64(2), which the Commission proposes as the 
mechanism for enforcing the scheme advocatt;!d in Recommenda-

'~ tions 2 through 12. 

It is apparent that both the Task Force and the Uniform Law 
Conference wavered considerably in fixing the standard required of 
the Crown in provingvoluntariness. Indeed, several decisions on, 
the matter were taken by both groups and in the course of their 
deliberations each had occasion to reverse itself. 174 The Commis
sion has no hesitation in recommending. that the burden should be 
th(.\:t with which Canadian courts are now quite familiar, proof 
beyond .reasonable doubt, and in doing so we endorse the 
arguments put forth by the final majority of the Task Force. 175 , 

Confessional evidence, if it is complete, is the best conceiv
able evidence in criminal cases, and, even if it consists only of 
partial admissions, it often raises the strength' of the prosecution's 
case to proof beyond reasona.ble doubt. While it may be that the 
quantum of proof required" for the admission of confession is 
exceptional by comparison with other instances where admissibility 
is in issue, proof of admissibility will generally be followed by 
proof and conviction on t~~charge; thus the inherent power of 
confessional statements justifies the higher standard. Some mem
bers of the Task Force opposed proof beyond reasonable doubt on 
the ground that it allows the courts an exclusionary discretion 
based solely upon the judge's appreciation of the facts, and they 
argued that it would invite unwarranted judicial interference with 
the investigative process; 176 Yet, to the extent that voluntariness is 
construed by the Supreme poart of Canada as being an absence of 
promises or threats that iriQuce a statement, it seems obvious to us 
that a lower threshold of proof would only allow the admission of 
evidence with a greater measure of doubt. The practical result 
would be an inclusionary discretion and the reception of markedly 
less reliable evidence. Indeed, such a revision of the rule would 
effectively bar the courts from any supervision of the manner in 
which statements are taken. The Commission believes that 
diminishing the burden of proof would effectively strip the courts 
of their ability to preserve the 'integrity of the judicial process in so 
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far as judges would be obliged to put less reliable, but very 
damaging,evidence before the trjf!r of fact. Hence we urge that the 

¢ ~ . . 
Crown's burden to '. prove volu~\tariness should remam at proof 
beyond reasonable doubt. 

The Commission proposes a presumption of inadmissibility as 
the niechanism by which to enforce the rules proposed in 
Recommendations 2 through 12~ As contemplated by the Commis
sion, proof of compliance with these rules would normally suffice 
for the admission of a statement taken by a police officer when 
questioning a suspect. Correspondingly, the case against admission 
would strengthen proportionally with the failure to comply. Before 
commenting· on the proposal for a presumption of inadmissibility, 
we would like to note briefly why we have adopted exclusion as 
the device for enforcement. 

It is often said that exclusion pr~tects the trier of fact from 
unreliable evidence, and we agree that statements should be 
rejected if it WOUld, be unsafe to weigh them in assessing the truth 
of any allegation of fact. But we do not accept that this is the sole 
'purpose of exclusion any more than we believe that the sole 
purpose of a trial i~ to discover the truth. Rules for the exclusion 
of evidence"are rules of policy, as w,as noted by Lord Sumner 
himself in Ibrahim. \'77 . 

As we have said before, endless exegesis of the jurisprudence 
will not disclose any single, correct policy that justifies the 
exclusion of certain statements. We know, however, that. exclusion 
is a sanction against the use of unacceptable evidence, whatever 
the justification may be. The danger of putting unreliable evidence 
before the trier of fact is only one justification for the sanction. 
Despite the conclusions of successive majorities in the Supreme 
Court of Canada, the Commission takes the view that the power to 
exclude adtnits of othergrounds,and we would agree with Mr. 
Justice: Estey's dissenting opinion. in Rothman that the power 
ultimately springs from a judge's responsibility t,o ensure a fair trial 
and to protect the integrity of the judicial process,I7l! These general 
terms, of course, have invited,and continue to invite, different and 
even opposing interpI.";\etations, bUiin our opinion they should 
afford a general mand~:tie for judicial supervision of the manner in 
which evidence is obr~lined. Subsection 24(2) of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and~i. Freedoms now grants. that. mandate in 
constitutional matters, ~lnd we see no reason why It should not 
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apply to other questions involving the acquisition of evidence in 
the ilnvestigation of crime. With respect to confessional statements, 
this means that the power to exclude must be used where the 
police have compelled, or have attempted to compel, discQvery by 
a suspect. The authority to exclude evidence under the Charter is 
directly tied to the exercise ,of police powers and the practice of 
police procedures. The Task Force, on the Uniform Rules of 
Evidence' argued that misconduct by the police ought to be 
punished :by disciplinary ,civil or, even criminal process, and not by 
the exclusion of evidence, because exclusion would allow the 
accused to go free despite 'reliable evidence of guilt. 179 The 
Commission, however, shares the view of the Royal Commission 
on Criminal, Procedure that the power to exclude must serve 
evidentiary and disciplinary functions at the same time: 

Where certain standards are set for the conduct of criminal 
investigations,citizens can expect, indeed they have a right, to be 
treated in accordance with those·standards. If they are not so treated, 
then they .should not be put at risk nor should the investigator gain an 
advantage. The courts have the responsibility for protecting the 
citizen's rights. The mos('J appropriate way to do so' in . these 
circumstances is to remove from the investigator his source of 
advantage and from the. accused the cause; of his risk, that is to 
exclude the. evidence. If this principle is applied, exclusion of good 
evidence irregularly obtained is the price to be paid for securing 
confidence in the. rules of criminal procedure and ensuring that the 
public sees the systym as fair_ 180 

t:1 

What remains, on these. principles, is whether exc1usionshould be 
automatic or discretionary_ 

Recommendations 2 through 12 set forth rules for the conduct 
of police interrogation and, in the· aggregate, they represent a.code 
of standards. We believe that these standards should have the 
force of law and for this reason we have urged that they be 
included in ordinary legislation .. The rules we propose. are spare 
and economical,containing what in our view are only the essential 
ele.mehtsof a workable scheme that Will reglliate 'the questioning 0f 
suspects. By virtue of this . economy ,the Commission is . confident 
that apresumptio'h of inadmissibility is the most efficacious 
instrument by which to uphold ,.acode of such standards. We 
recognize, however, that a rule. of allf;omatic exclusion would make 
bad law· if it did not admit of exbeptions that fall ol)tside its 
premises and objectiVes. Accordingly, statements .obtained in 
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contravention of the' proposed rules would be 'presumed inadmis
sible unless it was established that the contravention was a tri
fling irregularity or defect of form. The rule must allow that failure 
to comply may, upon careful analysis of the circumstances, be 
insignificant and comparatively harmless. The rules are themselves 
the criteria for exercising the exception to the presumption of 
inadmissibility. Careful evasion of the rules or negligent compli
~rice :vith them w~ll therefore not justify the ,jnvocation" of this 
mcluslOnaryexceptIon. The rules seek to ensure a complete record 
of the circumstances of an interrogation and of any statement 
given. Non-compliance in small or large measure would subvert 
their purpose and must, of itself, weaken the case for admissibility. 
As 'we have said, however, only those breaches that by their 
nature and seriousness are substantive should be sanctioned by 
exclusionc

• If it be 'objected that the language of subclause 64(2) is 
too vague for practical application, we would observe that it is a 
form of words that would become increasingly familiar to the legal 
community with the evolution of the rules in the courts. With 
regard to the criterion of triviality and the burden of proof, the 
exclusionary rule proposed in Recommendation 13 has analogues in 
SUbsection 178.16(3) of the Criminal Code and in subsection 24(2) l 
of the Charter respectively. In most instanc'es the burden will fall 
upon the Crown to justify an exception to the rule of automatic 
exclusion, but the provision is drafted in such a fashion as would 
allow a judge to invoke the exception proprio motu on the basis of 
evidence adduced'at the voir dire . 

RECOMMENDATION 

14. The Commission also' recommends that clause 70 of Bill 
Sa33 be redrafted as follows: il 

o 
", 70." (1) Where ,an accused in 

.making a statement was unaware that he 
was dealing )vith a person in authority, 
the statement shall be treated as ',I having 
been made, to a person other than a 
person in authority. () 

",,+ ~':::. \.\ 

(2) Notwithstanding csu~section 

(I), a statement made toa police officer .J> 

by a person who is 'in custody. within the 
meaning of [Recommendation 2(2)] shall 
be. treated as having, been made toa 

ij U,,' 

/) 

".' '-' 
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police officer whether or not he was 
aware that he was dealing with a police 
officer. 

Clause 70 of Bill S-33 (reproduced above. as paragraph 70(1) 
codifies the conclusion reached by a majority of the Supreme 
Court of Canada in Rothman v. The Queen. llH The result ~of their 
i'easoning was that a . sUbjective test should be applied to determine 
who is a person in authority. The. test that they adopted ,can be 
phrased in a single question of two parts: at the time of making the 
statement, did the accused know that the person to whom he was 
speaking was a person in authority, or might he have reasonably 
believed that person to be a person in authority? If, upon an 
assessment of all the circumstances, the judge answers this 
questi6n in the affirmative, he must'then apply the confessions rule 
to test the admissibility of the statement. In Rothman the majority 
concluded that the statement need not be proved voluntary because 
the person to whom it was given was not a person in authority 
according to the subjective test; it was admissible, without special 
proof,as a statement not made to a person in authority. For 
practical purposes, the effect of the decision was to condone 
trickery as an inducement to make a confessio;§. 

The Commission is not categorically opposed to the Use" of 
agents acting under cover of other artful techniques to advance" a 
criminal investigation, arid the rules that we recommend are 
'intended to apply in circumstances where the suspect is questioned 
by a police officer ,who is readily identifiable as such. We do, 
however, object to the exploitation of deceptive practices against 
persons in custody, especially where such persons have been 
charged with an offence or have invoked their right to lemain 
silent. A person in custody must be treated openly and fairly by 
the police, and the Use of trickery against him is, in our view, 
incompatible with the rationale ·adopted·· by the Task_ Force on the 
Uniform Rules of Evidence, namely that the' Crown 2'annot compel 
discovery by the accused. Those who do not share our view will 
object that the position of a person in custody who ,,makes a 
statement to someone who, by objective standards, is not a person 
in authority, should be treated at law in the same way as the 
position pf one who, by objective standards, was not speaking to a 
person in auth9rity; accordingly, they will deny that the more 
<appropriate analogy would be to the position of an accused in the 
dock. This is plainly a ljuestion of policy, a question of ChOi\,'i2 
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d we adhere to the opinion that once a pe~son is taken into 
~:stody all the essential elements of a prosecution are present. In 

. th law must impose measures to ensure that any our VIew, e . h t .t 
'statement given by a suspect is voluntary m the se~se tal w~s 
~~iven by conscious choice after a warning of the nght to remam 
'J silent and ~)th knowledge of the ramifications that may follow. 

.. 

Division V - Concluding recommendation 

15. The Commission re~'~mmel;ds that a:' form be devised for 
the purpose of recording answers or a WrItten statement. [See 
Appendix A.] . 

A comprehensive form must also be manageable. Th.e form 
proposed here is designed to facilitate the work of th~ polIce ~nd 
the courts and we believe that it is am~nable to all mterroga~lOn 
rocedure~ without undue administrative burdens upon ~he polIc~. 

indeed, a conscientious police offi~er should. have less dIfficulty m 
completing this form than in prepanng an ordmary report. 

Where any portion 0(; an interrogation is 
recorded, tl1e attending offi2er or officers wo~ld 
recording in the body of the form. 

(::-, 

, . ~ t', 

electronically 
advert to the 
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PART'THREE" 

Sutnrhary of recori1mendations~ 
, ' () 

(/ ;,' 

1. Introductbry recomrnendation o 

0<: '1 

1. As proposed in Recommendations 2 through,: 14 inclusive, 
the Commissio:n advocates the enactment of statutory rules to govern 
the questioning of suspects. )"b i! C, 

l'i, 

II. Rulesigoverning tbe. questioning of suspects 
. :.',. ~~., -. 

\. 0 

Division I -., Pi~eliminary provisions , ~' 

A. Application 
\ ~ 
\0 "~' , :' '" ?" 

2.(1) 'A polict\ officer who has reasonable grounds to believe 
that a "person is imp),icat~,d in the commis~ion of a ,clj,"inal 0n:~pce 
shall l}ot question thl~t person with respect to that offence or any 
other offence except ill, conformity #iththese rules. ' '; 
),.~ ," , IF"" ' , 
(2) Notwithstanding thegenerality.of the foregoing paragraph, 

these rules shall, apply) ',with respect' to ,questioning .of any person 
under :u-rest or detenti~ri; tl,!ey ~hall also apply with r~spect to any 
person who is an accus;ell within the meaning of section 446 of the 
Criminal Code, or againist whom an information has been laid or an 
indict~entpreferred. ~l "'" ", ,"" 
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apply to questioning by a peace officer of a suspect who is a young 
person. 

4. ,'. These rules shall not apply to statements that of themselves 
constitute the gravamen of an offence. 

B. Interpretation 

5. The following definitions shall apply in the interpretation of 
these rules: ' 

"suspect'i', 

"questioning" 

'- '(::) means a person in respect of whom these 
rules apply according to Recommenda
tions 2 and 3; 

includes anyutteranc'e or gesture that is 
calculated to elicit, or is reasonably 
likely to elicit, a statement from a person 
with respect to the investigation of a 
criminal offe~lce; 

"police officer" includes constables, persons appointed as 
peace officers under the Cllstoms Act, 
the E;!5ise Aqt, the Fisheries Act and the 

'National Defellce Act, or any agent ~ 
thereof. ' 

Division II - General rules 
II 

6. (1) A police! officer who ha~;f reasonable grounds' to believe 
that a person is implicated in the, commission of a criminal offence 
shall n,9t q:uestio~, that person with respect to th,at offence or any 
other offence under investigation, unless he has given that aerson a 
warning in the foUowi~g terl)lS~ " 

Yon hJ~~ a right to remaillsilent. ~ A~ything you say may be introduced 
as evidence in coud. If youaga;;ee tlO make a statement or answer 
qllestions,you are free to exercise your right to remain silent at any 
time. Before you m~)m a' statement or answer any questions you may 
contact a lawyer.' . 

This warning shaH~ be given orally ahd fuay alswb~,given in writii~~. ' 

(2) A warning need not be repeated if a \i~rning has recently 
been given or in other circumstances where repetition W91~ld be se,lf-
evidelitly u",necessary. . \'/' 
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7. Where a suspect makes a spontaneous statement in'" the 
presence ofa police officer, the police officer shall, at the first 
reasonable opportunity, give a warning in the form required by 
Recommendation 6. The police officer shall then reduce the statement 
to writing as soon as possible in the circumstances. 

8. Within a reasonable delay, and in any case not later than 
thirty days after the making of a statement, law-enforcement officers 
shall deliver to a suspect or his counsel an authentic copy of any 
,written record or taped recording of answers or statements made by 
that suspect pursuant to [these rules]. 

Division III -, Recording procedures 

A. Field questioning 

9. Where a suspect is questioned in a place other than a police 
station or prison, a police officer in attendance shall, as soon as 
possible and to the fullest extent possible, make a record of all 
questillms put and answers given. The record shall include a minute 
of the time at which questioning began and concluded, in~luding a 
note of any interrup,~ions in the questioning, of the place at which the 
questioning was conducted, of the identity of all persons present 
during the questioning, and of the time at which the record was 
made. Upon completion thereof, the officer who prepares the record 
shall sign it. /;/ 

,j 

B. Station-hollse questioning 
.. '~~ 

(I) Taped queslIonmg 1 
10. Questioning ,that ,kes place in a police station or prison 

shall be electronically reco~ded wherever feasible, either by audio
taping or by video-taping. At the commencement of such questioning;: 
a police officer in attendance shall inform the suspect that the 
questioning is being electronic~ny recorded. The police officer shall 
give a warning to the "suspect in t.be form required by Recommenda
tion 6. The police officer shall also state the time before commencing 
the questi~ning. 

11. At the" conclusion of taped questioning, 'a police officer in 
attendance shall state the date and time and then secure the tape in a 
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safe place. Tbe tape shall be accompanied by.a certificate, signed by 
an officer in atte'hdance, stating the identity of all persons present 
during the questioning and the time at which questioning began and 
ended. 

(2) Questioning not taped 

12. Wh~re a suspect is,questioned. in ca pOlic,e statio" or prison, 
and the questioning is not electronically recorded, a police. officer. in 
attendance shall, as soon as possible and to the fullest extent possibl~, 
make a record of all questions put and answers given. The record 
shall include a minute of the time at which questioning began and 
concluded, as well as a note of any interruptions in the questioning, 
of the place at which the qUf;$tioning was conducted, of the identity 
of all persons present during the questioning, and of the time at 
which the record was made. Upon completion thereof, the officer 
who prepares the record shall sign it. 

Division IV - Enforcement 

13. The Commission recommends the enforcement of these 
rules by the following redrafting of clause 64 of Bill ~-33: 
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64. (1) A statement, other than 
one to which paragraph 62(1)(/), (g), (It.) 
or (i) applies, that is made by an accused 
to aJ>e~~on, in authority is not admissible 
at the "instance of the prosecution at a 
trial or preliminary inquiry unless the 
prosecution, in a 'Voir dire, satisfies the /-) 
court b~yond a r~asonable doubt that !: 
the statement was voluntary. 

{2)Notwi,thstan~ing the require
ments for admissibility set forth in 
subsectiGill (1), a statement taken from a 
suspect in contravention of [these rules] 
is not admissible at the instance of the 
prosecution at a trial. or preliminary 
inquiry unless it is established that the 
contravention is merely a defect of form 
or a trifling irregularity of procedure . 
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14. The Commission also recommends that clause 70 of Bill 
S-33 be redrafted as follows: 

70. (1) Where an accused in 
making a statement was unaware that he 
was dealing with a person in authority, 
the statement shall be treated as having 
been made to a person other than a 
person in authority. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection 
(1), a statement made to a police officer 
by a person who is in custody within the 
meaning of [Recommendation 2(2)] shall 
be treated as having been made to a 

"police officer whether or not he was 
aware that He was dealing with a police 
officer. 

J) 

Division V -- Concluding recommendation 

IS. The Commission recommends that a form be devised for 
the purpose of recording answers or a written" statement. [See 
Appendix A.] 

\\ 
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Endnotes 

Nota: This Working Paper states the matter at 1 September 1983 

" \\ ,', ,. . 
1. . Rice v. Connolly [1966] 2 Q.B. 414, 419 (C.A.) per Lord Parker 

C.J.: '0 

It seems to me quite clear that though every citizen has a 
moral duty or, if you like, a social duty to assist the police; 
there is no legal duty to that effec(and indeed the whole basis 
of the common law is the right of the individual to refuse to 
answer questions put to him by persons in authority, and to 
refuse to accompany those in authority to any particular place; 
sh~rt, of course, of arrest. 

G ~. . 

See aJso R. v. Bonnycastle [1969] 4 C.C.C. 198, 200-201 (B.C. 
C.A.); R. v. Guthrie [1982] 5 W.W.R.385, 388-390 (Alta. C.A,),oJ 

2. Walker v. The King [1939] S.C.R. 214; Marshall v. The Queen 
[19611 S.C.R. 123.. For further, discussion see Henderson, "State
ments Comp'elled By Statute" (1982) 24 Crim. L.Q. 176, 180~184. 

. The decision of the majority in Moore v. The Queen [1979) 1 S.C.R. 
() 195 would seem to cast doubt upon the generality of the proposition 

stated in· the text; it also appears to. contradict., settled jurispru
dence. The re(lsonsgiven by Spence J., ~.peaking\for the majority, 
support th~ following proposition: by virtue of' his status as a peace 
oWcer and by virtue of the power granted under subs. 450(2) of the 
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34 (as am.), a ,constable who 
witnesses the commission of a summary-conviction offence has the 
power to arrest the offender if such action is necessary to establish 
his identity, and with this power is a concomitant power to compel 
identification. The, offender's failure to provige identification in We 
circumstances justifies. a conviction for wilful obstruction of a peace 
officer in the execu£ion of his duties (s. 118, Criminal Code). 
Contrary to' established jurisprudence, this conClusion creates a 
gen~r~l power of interrogation for purposes of identification, albeit 
in limited circumstances, and thus a general liability for remaining 
silent:i' The power thereby created. cannot becal1ed a statutory 
power, evePa though it is purportedly inferred from statutory 

. provisions . .t\ccordingly, the decision of the majority effectively 
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creates a common-law duty of identification in circumstances similar 
to those in Moore. Paradoxically, Spence J. states (supra, 204) that 
the conclusion reached by the majority "in no way opposes or 
ignores the judgment of the Queen's Bench in Rice v. Connolly 
[,Pllpra, note 1]". How this can be is simply not explained in the 
jJdgment. If, indeed, Lord Parker's judgment in Rice v. Connolly 
substantiates a general common-law right to remain silent, it surely 
follows that the decision in Moore creates an exception to Rice, 
and therefore to the right, in the form of a power to compel 
identification in circumstances where a constable on duty witnesses 
the commission of an offence. 

Whether the decision of the majority in Moore will have any 
enduring effect as a precedent remains to be determined. The 
reasons for that decision are, with respect, quite unclear; moreover, 
Spence J. stated that his conclusions' were confined "to the actual 
circumstances which occurred" (supta, 203). 

'f:he minority in Moore reiterated the traditionar-position tha.t is 
stated in the text: the police cannot compel answers to their 
questions unless a specific power recognized at law authorizes them 
to do so. .", 

For further commentary on Moore, see Grant, "Mool'e v. The 
Queen: A Substantive, Procedural and Administrative Nightmare" 
(1979) 17 Osgoode Hall L.J. 459; Ewaschuk, "Whaes ina Name? 
The Right Against Seif.ilncrimination" (1979) 5 C.R. (3d) 307. 

3. See R. v. Dedman (1981) 59 C.C.C. (2d) 97, 108-109 (Ont. C.A.) 
(appeal pending in the Suprem~ Court of Canada). Judicial and 
quasi:..judicial officers similarly ~\tve no power to order an arrest 
solely for purposes of interrogation: Chartier v. Attorney General 
of Quebec [19791 2 S.C.R. 474. 

4. See Rothman v. The Queen [1981] 1 S.C.R. '640, 653-656 per Estey 
J. (dissenting opinion), 683 per Lamer J. (concurring opinion,: 

5. See Moore v. Th,e Queen, supra, note 2, 2.05 per Dickson J. 
() '(dissenting). 
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6. Wllile a suspect's right to remain)ilent necessarily includes a right 
~ijainst self-incrimina~io~., the. "pr~'. '. ileg~ a~a. inst sel. f-incrimination" 
III a term of art thatslgmfies a testunomal nght of an acqused not to 
gj;ve oral testimony against himself in court. The. right to remain i lent, therefore, is a larger and "inclusive' concept, but it is not 
coterminous with the privilege. See, generally, Ratushny, Self-

I'. 
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Incrimination in the Canadian Criminal Process (Toronto: Carswell, 
1979). 

7. See Ibrahim v. The King [1914] A.C. 599,610-614 (P.C.). 

8. First introduced in Parliament in the Senate, 18 November 1982: 
Debates of the Senate (Hansard), 1st Sess., 32nd Parl., Vol. 128, 
No. 249, 5008. References are to the Bill as read for the first time. 
Relevant extracts from the Bill are reproduced infra as Appendix 
B. 

The Bill met wHh lively opposition in Committee. After seve'ral 
months of hearings, the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and 
Constitutional Affairs delivered an interim report in which it 
recommended reconsideration and further consultation before the 
Government submitted the Bill anew. At the time of writing, no 
further act jon has been taken on the Bill in Parliament. The Interim 
Report of the Committee, and the brief of the Canadian Bar 
Association, are published in Senate of Caiiacla, Proceedings of the 
Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affab's 
(Hansard), 1st Sess., 32nd Parl., Vol. 128, 28 Jyne 1983 (Issue 
No. 68). 

,\ 

9. The Report of the Federal-Provincial Task Force on Uniform Rules 
of EVidence was published commercially in 1982 by The, Carswell 
a~mpany Ltd., and. references made herein are to pages asset out 
in that publication. 

10. The standard Canadian monographs on the. topic are Kaufman" .The 
Admissibility of Confessions, 3rd ed. (Toronto: Carswell, 1979), 
Supplement (1983kRatushny, supra, note 6. " 

"",4 
11. Supra, note 7., 

12. Ibid., 609. 

13. (1922) 63 S;C.R. 226. 
Q . -«~j) 
~=-==-

,? 

14. See; e.g., Sankey iv. The Kingf1927] S.q,R. 436; Thiffault v. The 
King [1933] S.C,R. 509; Gach v. The 'King [1943] S.C.R. 250; 
Boudreau v. The King [1949] S.C.R. 262; R. v.'Murakami [1951] 
S.C.R. 801; R. v. Fitton [1956] S.C.R. 958; Marshall v. The Queen, 
supra, notll, 2; DeClercq" v. The Queen [1968] S.C.R. 902; Piche v. 
The. Q .. lleen~j [1971.] .S.C.lb23;~ .. v. W, I .• ay [1971]. S.C.R. 272; John v. 
The Queed [1971] S.C.R. 781 ; Powell v."The Queen [1977] 1 S.C.R. 
362; R. vt· Gauthier [1977] 1 S.C.R. 441; Boulet v .. .The Queen 
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[1978] 1 S.C.R. 332; Alward & Mooney v. The Queen [1978] 1 
S.C.R,. 559; Erven v. The Queen [1979] 1 S.C.R. 926; Horvath v. 
The Queen [1979] 2 S.C.R. 376; Ward v. The Queen [1979] 2 S.C.R. 
30; Morris v. The Queen [1979] 2 S.C.R. 1041; Nagotcha v. The 
Queen [1980] 1 S.C.R. 714; Rothman v. The Queen, supra, note 4; 
Park v. The Queen [1981] 2 S.C.R. 64; Hobbins v. The Queen 
[1982] 1'S.C.R 553; R. v. Turgeon (1983) 33 C.R (3d) 200 (S.C.C.). 

l 15. The general rules of admissibility are set out in clause 22 of Bill 
S-33: 

22. (1) Relevant ,.evidence is admissible unless it is excluded 
pursuant to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
this Act or any other Act or law, and evidence that is not 
relevant is not admissible. 

(2) The court may exclude evidence the admissibility of 
which is tenuous, the probative force of which is trIfling in 
relation to the main issue and the admission of which would be 
gravely prejudicial to a party. 

Subclause 22(2) is derived verbatim from the reasons given. by 
Martland J. for the majority in R. v~ Wray, supra, note 14, 293. See 
text, infra, under "The ration(,lle for the rule". 

16. For a general description of the procedure on the voir .dire, see 
Erven v. The Queen, supra, note 14, per Dickson J. 

17. CriminaL Code, RS.C" 1970, c. C-34, s. 470. See R. v. Pearson 
(1957) 25 O.R. 342 (Alta. S.C., App. Div.); R: v. Sweezey (1974) 20 
C.t.C. (2d) 400 (Ont. C.A.); R. v; Pickett (1975) 28 C.C.C. (2d) 297 
(Ont. C.A.). o. 

18. R. v. Gauthier, supra, note 14. See also R., v. Mulligan (.1955) 20 
C.R. 269 (Ont. C.A.). 

19. See Hebert v. The Queen [1955J S.C.R. 120; Monette v. The .Queen" 
[1956] S.C.R. 400. Failure to observeo this" principle m~y justify the 
dedaration of a mistrial or provides grounds for ~ppi!al: see 
Kaufman, supra, note 10, 25-28, citing R. v. Hamilton (1978) 42 . 
C.C.C. (2d) 110 (Que. S.C.); R. v. Armstrong [1970] 1 C.C.C. 136 . 
(N.S. S.C., App. Div.). See also R. v. Rehn (1980) 53 C.C.C. (2d) 
360 (Alta. C.A.). 
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Proof of voluntarinessoat the voir dire may ('suffice for admission of 
a statement, but the Crown must introduce the statement afresh at 
the resumption of the principal proceedings (preliminary inquiry or 
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trial) and prove its voluntariness before the trier of fact: see, e.g., 
Reid v. The Queen (1974) 20 C.C.C. (2d) 257 (C.M.A.C.). "' 

20. Piche v; The Queen, supra, note 14. See also COInI,nissioners of 
Custpms & Excise v. Harz & Power [1967] 1 A.C. 760 (H.L.). 

21. Statements made before a validly-constituted judicial or quasi
judicial body, acting within its jurisdiction, are also exempt from 
the voluntariness rule: BOlilet v. The Queen, supra, note 14; R. v. 
Mazerall (1946) 86t~.C.C. 321 (Ont. C.A.): but see R. v. Magdish, 
Bennett & Sweet (1978) 41 C.C.C. (2d) 449 (Ont. H.C.). On the 
'question ofjursidiction, see R. v. Clot (No.2) (1982) 69 C.C.C. (2q) 
365 (Que. S.C.); R. v.QPaonessa & Paquette (1982) 66 C.C.C. (2d) 
300 (Ont. C.A.). As this Working Paper is concerned solely with 
extr#-judicial statements made in ~he interrogation of a suspect, 
judicial confessions are not considered here. For further discussion 
of the issue'l see Kaufman, supra, note 10, ch. 15. 

22. Powell v. The Queen, supra, note 14, Erven v.The Queen, supra, 
note 14, per Dickson J.; Morris v. The Queen, supra, note 14, per 
Spence J. 

23. Supra, note 14, approving R. v; Dietrich (1970) 1 C.C.C. (2d) 49 
(Ont. C.A.). Speaking for the Court, Dickson J. expresslyrefrained 
(at 75) from deciding whether such a waiver was an admission 
within the meaning of s. 582 of the Criminal Code, RS.C. 1970, 
c. C-34, as ,had been held by the Alberta CO:llrt of Appeal in R. v. 
Dhaliwal (1980) 53 C.C.C. (2d) 158. His Lordship stated (at 70), 
however, that he was inclined to share the view advanced in 
Dietrich by Gale C.J.O. (supra, 58) that the right of waiver exists 

c:~ quite apart from the Code. In Korponey v. Attorney General of 
Canada [1982] 1 S.C.R. 41, 48-50, Lamer J., speaking for the Court, 
extrapolated from the principle in Park a general proposition that 
an accused can waive' anY' procedural requirement that is enacted 

" for his benefit. 

24. Ibid., 73. 

.7"'\ 

25. Stapleton v. Th~\ Queen (1982) 26 C.R (3 d) 361 (Ont. C.A.); 
" Friesen v. The Queen [1982] 2 W. W.R. 514 (Sask. ~.B.); Zerebeski 

v. The Queen (1982) 26 C.R. (3d} 365 (Sask.Q.B.); See also Hill, 
"Admissibility of Statements without a Voir Dire" (1982) 26 C.R. 
(3d) 368. Statements made at the time of the offence, orin close 
proximity theretO j may also be exempt from the voluntariness rule 
by virtue of the doctrine of res gestae (see infra), although such 
statements are qualitatively different from the utterances considered 
here because they do not constitute an offence. 
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26. See, e.g., R.' v. Graham [1974] S.C.R. 206; R; v: Risby [1978] 2 
S.C.R. 139; R. v. Spencer (1973) 16 C.C.C. (2d) 29 (N.S. S.C., 
App.Div.); R. v. Tou/any (1973) 16 C.C.C. (2d) 208 (N.S. S.C., 
App. Div.); cf. Erven v. The Queen, supra, note 14, per Dickson J. 
The inspiration for allowing such statements ,to be admitted for 
testimonial purposes, as well as original evidence, is the decision of 
the Privy Council in Ratten v. The Queen [1972] A.C. 378.' See also 
R. v, Mahoney (1979) 50 C.C.C. (2d) 380, 392 (Ont. C.A')l affd 
[1982] 1 S.C.R. 834. Speaking for the Privy Council in RaUen, Lord 
Wilberforce said that statements caught by tbe doctrine of res 
gestae should be admissible as an exception to the hearsay rule on 
the basis ,that the circumstances in which they are made preclude 
the possibility. of fabrication as concoction by the declarant; and 
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, that, he said, is the proper test of their admissibility (supra, 389). 

Subclause 62(2) of Bill S-33 would prevent the defence from leading 
a "self-serying" statement through cross;;examination if it is one 
that would be caught by para. 62(1)(1); the accused must testify. 
The Report of the Task Force explains this provision as follows 

(.1 (supra, note 91 209-210): 
, 

The Task Force unanimously recommends that an exception to 
the Hearsay Rule be enacted for contemporaneous statements. 
To qualify as:contemporaneous, the statement must describe or 
explain the act or event and have been made contemporaneously 
with it. Btita majority of the Task Force feels that the Graham 
and Risby casesaJIow a, professional cri,inal ina possession 
case, to concoct an explanation of tly.: illicit possession in 
anticipation of arrest, give it to. thein~e:tiigating police officer on 
apprehension, and later, at the trial,Vintroduce the explanation 
through cross-examination of the officer. By this device" the 
accused is able to introduce his explanation. without taking the 
stand. In the Task Force's view, an accused's out-of-court 
statement in such circumstances is unlikely to be trustworthy, 
unless the accused testifies under oath and subject to cross-
examination, in support of it. 

~~ Quaere: if a res gestae statement is genuinely reliable because there 
was rio possibility of fabrication or concoction, what supervening 
criteria justify the disabilityfmposeci by subclause 62(2)? As drafted, 
that provision constitutes a pr~sJl~ption of fabrication, and "self
serving" would appear to embrace any statement of benefit to=th~ 
accused .. Moreover" despite assertions in the Report that would ,.:;; 
restrict subclause 62(2) to possession cases, the provision is simply 
not limited in that way, It would apply to any statement caught by 
para. 62(l)(i). See R. v/Schwartz & Sclzwartz (1978) 40 C.C.C. (2d) 
161, 166-168 (N.S. S.C.,t\pp,.Div.). 
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27. The learned author of Wigmore 011 Evidence (Chadbourn rev. 1976) 
(Toro~to: Little, Brown and Company, 1976), Vol. VI9 § 1747, took 
the VIew that spontaneous declarations were a separate exception 

" to the hearsay rule. This position was denied in Canada (e.g., R. v. 
Leland [1951~?R. 12 (C.A.» until the decision in RaUen, supra, 
?ote 26, but It IS now accepted in Canada. This issue is developed 
m"the Report of the Task Force,:wpra, note 9,206-208. 

28. Supra, note 14, 938-939. See also R. v. Klippenstein (1981) 57 
C.C.C. (2d) 393 (Alta. C.A.). 

29." Th~ issue has never been faced as squarely in the Supreme Court 
as .itwas in .the opinion delivered by Dickson J. in Erven. Upon a 
stnct analysIs of the case, however, these dicta by His Lordship 
cannot be construed as determinative (contra, Schrager, "Recent 
Developments in the Law Relating to Confessions" (1981) 26 McGill 
L.J. 435, 469-70). Dick~on J. wrote for himself and three other 
members of the bench; Pratte and Beetz JJ. concurred in the result 
proposed, but did so "on narrower grounds". Ritchie J. and two 
others dissented. At common law, therefore, R. v. Risby; supra,;;, 
note 24, and R. v. Graham, supra, note 26, remain operative:,(. 'I 

Nevertheless, it might be argued that these cases should be confineJf'" 
to. instance~ of possession, thus lt~aving open the position taken b~; 
DIckson J. In Erven. ~ 

30. This, indeed, is currently the practice at common law: even 'if a 
statement that forms part of the res gestae need not 'be proved 
voluntary, a voir dire will first be held to ascertain that 'the 
statement does indeed form part of the res: gestae: see Rauen v. 
The Queen, supra, note 26; Erven v. The Queen, supra, note 14 
per Dickson J. ' 

3]. This is a ger),eral statement of' principle that is consistent with the 
dicta of the Supreme Court in Piche v. The Queen, supra, note 14; 
Powellv. The Queen, 'supra, note 14; Erven v. The Queen, supra, 
note 14; ""forris v. The Queen, supra, note 14; Park v. The Queen, 
supra, note 14. It would also appear to be the proper construction 
of clause 64 of Bill S-33, as there is nothing in that Bill to suggest 
otherwise. , 

It should be noted in passing that the requireme~t of a voir dire 
does not necessarily imply guaranteed"'success on appeal from 
conviction if one is not held: such failure can be excused by a court 
of appeal through the application of subpara. 613(I)(b)(iii) of the 
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34: Colpitts v. The Queen [1965] 
S.C.R. 739. For further discussion of this issue, see, e.g., Powell, 
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! supra; Erven, supra; Morris, supra; Mc:Fall v . .The Queen [1980] 1 
S.C.R. 321. See also Hebert v. The Queen, supra, note 19: Indeed, 
it might be argued that as appellate cOllI'is enforce a/'J broad 
requirement for a voir dire, they may also be inclined to gre~ter use 
of this curative provision. See R. v. Clarke (1979) 48 C.C.C. (2d) 
440, 449 (N.S. S.C., App.Div.); R. v. Mota (1979) 46 C.C.C. (2d) 
373 (ant. C.A.); R. v. Nye (1978) 24 N.B.R.(2d) 362 (N.B. S.C., 
App. Div.); R. v. Mayer (1976) 16 N.S.R. (2d) 404, 427 (N.S. S.C., 
App. Div.). 

32. \)See R. v. St. Lawrence (1949) 93 C.C.C. 376,{Ont. H.C.); R. v. 
Wray, supra, note 14; R. v. Coons (lY'80) 51 C.C.C. (2d) 388 (B.C. 
C.A.). 

33. See Report of the Task Force, supra, note 9, 164-166 .. Assertive 
conduct would therefore embrace the so-called "adoptive admis
sions" rule, deriving from R. v. 'Christie [1914] A.C. 545 (H.L.), in 
cases where there is evidence of positive or express adoption by 
the accused of the truth .of a statement made in his presence by a 
person in authority: Hubin v. The King [1927} S.C.R. 442; Stein v. 
The King [1928] S.C.R. 553; cf. R. v." Turvey (No.2) (1971) 15 
C.R.N.S. 129 (N.S. S.C., App. Div.); R. v. Baron & Wertman 
(1976) 31 C.C.C. (2d) 525 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. Pleich (1980) 16 C.R; 
(3d) 194 (ant. C.A.). Where the st,~tement alleged to have been 
adopted was not made by a person in authority, or some other 
person deemed to be a 'person in authority, the v0~~ntariness rule 
would have no application. ..J~\ 
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., 
The rationale for receiving. an expressly:-adopted ... statement as 
testimonial evidence is sound, although there may ,be difficulties in 
discerning such express adoption as a question of fact. Mllch 
greater difficulty arises, however, where it is alleged that the 

:~'\accused's adoption of a statement is established by the silence. 
StrictJy speaking, it is impossible. to establish express adoption by 
mere silence. The admission for test\!ponial purposes of a statement' 
. made by. another in the presence of an accused who remains mute 
is nothing but an imputation or presumption of adoption, and thus 
it is diffic.ult to distinguish between this use of silence and its use as 
original evidence in .order to demonstrate consciousnessof guilt. 
Only in the first ,instance, however, would the adoption of the 
statement be subje'bt to proof of voluntariness. 

Whether silence is tendered as evidence Qf the adoption pf a 
stat,ement or as condnct evincing consciQusness of guilt, there is an 
apparentl~ontradiction beRveen the. righto{ an .accused to remain 
silent and his liability to adverse inferences on the basis of his 
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silence. As might be suspected, this 'question has come before the 
courts on several occasions: see, e.g., R. v. Cripps [1968] 3 C.C.C. 
323 (B.C.C.A.); R. v. Eden [1970] 3 c.ne. 280 (ant. C.A.); R. v. 
Govedarov, Dzambas, Popovic & Askov (1974) 25 C.R.N.S. 1 (Ont. 
C.A.); R. v. Robertson (1975) 21 C.C.C. (2d) 385 (ant. C.A.); R. v. 
Hawke (1975) 22 C;:C.C. (2d) 19 (Ont.C.A~); .Taggart & Taggart v. 
.The Queen (1980) 13 C.R. (3d) 179 (ant. C.A.); R. v. Allen (No.3) 
(1979) 46 C:C.C. (2d) 553 (Ont. H.C.); R. v. O'Leary & O'Leary 
(1982) 1 C.C.C. (3d) 182 (N .R. C.A.). Much turns on the facts of 
each case and whether it would have been "reasonable" in the 
circumstances (see Christie, supra) for the accused to have 
responded to the statement. Accordingly, arrest or the issuance of a 
warning has sometimes been . seized as a significant factor in this 
assessment. 

For further discussion of this issue, see Ratushny, supra, note 10, 
121-141. ;~ .. 

34. S'ee R. v. Pamerkar (No.2) (1974) 17 C.C.C. (2d) 113,'126 (Sask . 
C.A.) per Culliton C.J.S. That the category remains open and 
flexible according to the facts of each case is now abupdantly clear 
with the adoption of the subjective te~st in Rothman v: The Queen, 
suprii, note" 4. See also Cross, Evidence, 5th ed~ (Loridon~, 
Butterworths, 1979),541. 

35. R: v.Pettipiece (1972) 1 C.C.C. (2d) 133 (B.C. C.A.). In 
Deokinanall v . .The Queen [1969] 1 A.C; 20, 33 (P~C.) Viscount 
Dilhorne. approved the follbwing statement by Bain J. in R. v. Todd 
(1901) 4 C.C.C. 514, 526 (Man. K.B. in banco): 

A person in authority means, generally speaking, anyone 
who has authority or control over the accused or over the 
proceedings or the prosecut~on against him. 

Although this test is to all appearances objective, the courts have . 
always qualified this approach by taking the view that tiJe accused 
Q'lust at least have been in a position reasonably to believe that his 
interlocutor was a person in authority. 'For a' very clear statement 
of the matter, see R.'v. Berger (1975)27. C.C.C. (2d) 357,386 (B.C. 
C.A) per McIntyre J .A. (as he then was). 

36. See, e.g., Phipson on Evidence, Buzzard, May and Howard, eds., 
13th ed.' (London: Sweet and Maxwell, 1982),para.22~18, pp. 427-
~8. n P c 

37. This, indeed, was described by tho Task Force as "the better 
view": supra, note 9, 176. Although the Task' Force favoured the 
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narrow test for a<person in authority (ibid.), there is nothing in the 
definition proposed in Bill S-33 th~t .would r,e~trict its construction 
in this way. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, unlike the 
definition advanced in Todd (see note 35, supra), the words in 
clause 63 purport to link, in one person, authority over the accused 
and authority in theprosecutorial apparatus. It i§ submitted that 
this synthesis does not substantively differ from the proposition 
stated in the text at note 35, supra. Accordingly, the definition in 
the Bill would appear not to exclude, for example, complainants or 
informahts. Note also that the Young Offenders Act, S.C. 1980-81-
82, c. 110, will almost certainly embrace school principals and thl( 
like among persons in authority. 

38. E.g., R. v. Thompson [1893] 2 Q.B. 12 (C.C.R.); Rimmer v. The 
Queen (1969) 7 C.R.N.S. 361 (B.C. C.A.). 

39. E.g., R. v. Fowler (1981) 27 C.R. (3d) 232 (Nfld. C.A.); Ri v. 
Postman (1977) 3 Alta. L.R. (2d) 574 (S.C., App. Div.); R.: v. 
Stewart (1980) 54 C.C.C. (2d) 93 (Alta. C.A.); R. v. ponkie (l,~78) 

.39 C.C.C. (2d) 408 (Alta. S.C., App. Div.). It should be :ryoted 
however, that it is comparatively rare for medical personnel:to ~e 
considerett persons in authority: Perras v. The Queen [1974] ~.~.R. 
659; R. v. Warren (1974) 24 C.R.N.S. 349 (N.S. S:C., App.jDIV.); 
Vaillancourt v. The Queen [1976] 1 S.C.R. 13,; affg (1~174) 16 
C.C.C. (2d) 137 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. Kematch & Campeau ~1979) 9 
C.R. (3d) 331 (Sask. C.A.). ~ee Kaufman, supra, note 10'1194-102; 

.. Sch'iffer Mental Disorder and the Criminal Trlal Process (Toronto: 
r",') ~' '. • 

-- Butterworths, 1978), 36-40. . . . 
"\', 

40. E.g., R. v. Albrecht [1966] 1 C.C~C. 281 (N.B. S.C., App. Div.); R. 
v. Boffield (1976) 32 C.R.N.S. 1 (B.C. C.A.): cf Loiselle v. The 
Queen (1955) 21 C.R. 210 (Que. Q.B., App. Side); R. v. Wendland 
(1970) 1 C.C.C. (2d) 382 (Sask. C.A.). 

41. E.g., Rimmer v. The Queen, supra, n.ote 38; Downey v. The Queen 
(1976) 32 C.C;.c' (2d) 511 (N.S. S;C., App. Div.). 

42. There. have been suggestions to the contrary: Kaufman, supra, note 
10,81; Freedman, <\ Admission~ qnd Confessions" in Salhany & 
Carter, Studies in Canadian Criminal Evidencr: (Toronto: Butter:. 
worths, 1972), 118. This position would imply that there could be 
no person in authority without an inducement, and it would surely 
be erroneous to interpret Messr~. Kaufm~n andFreedm~n in this. 
:way. 

43. It .should be noted that a voir dirl to determine voluntariness .must 
''1 also. be held whereothe statement.is made in the presence of a 
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44. 

45. 

person in authority but to ,another person. The person to whom the 
statement was made may be deemed to be a person in authority in 
such circumstances and any inducements held out' to him may 
vitiate the admissibility of the statement, either because that person 
is himself· considered a personoin authority or because the 
inducement is imputed to the person in authority who is in 
attendance: see R. v. Demenoff [1964] 1 C.C.C. 118 (B.C. C.A.); 
R.y. Letendre (1976) 25 C.C.C. (2d) 180 (Man. C.A.). 

Supra, note 4, 664; see Kaufman, supra, note 10, 81-82. 

Rothman v. The Queen, supra, note 4; R: v. Towler [1969] 2 
C.C.C. 335 (B.C. C.A.). See also R. v. Pettipiece, supra, note 35; 
R. v. Clot (No.1) (1982) 69 C.C.C. (2d) 349 (Que. S.C.); R. v. Clot 
(No.3) (1982)69 C.C.C. (2d) 367 (Que. S.C.). 

46. R. v. McAloon (1959) 124 C.C.C. 182 (Ont.· C.A.), approved In 

Chan Wei Keung v. The Queen [1967] 2 A.C. 160 (P.C.). 

47. This characterization of voluntariness rule. is consistent with what 
can be called the orthodox jurisprudence of the Supreme Court: 
see, e.g., Boudreau v. The King, supra, note 14; R. v. Fitton, 
supra, note 14; DeClercq v. The Queen, supra, note 14; R. v. 
Wray, supra, note 14; Rothman v. The Queen, supra, note 4. 
Nevertheless, an important line of cases differs from the orthodox 
view in that it doe,s not view Lord Sumn~r's criteria of promises or 
threats as exhaustive. This expansive approach, which would imply, 
for example, a general criterion of oppression, appeared to find 
some favour with members of .the Supreme Court in Horvath v. 
The Queen, supra, note 14 and Ward v. The Queen, supra, note 14. 
Following the Court's decision in Rothman, supra, note 4, however, 
it is clear at least at the time of writing that the orthodox test is 
current law; accordingly, that is the position stated by the 
Commission in this synopsis of the law. The divergent views of 
voluntariness clearly represent different philosophical perspectives 
on the function of the confessions rule and the further consideration 
of the matter can be found, infra, in the second section of this part. 

For an excellent analysis of the two approaches to voluntariness, 
sfe .DeI13uono, ""p'lllJJt.~rine$s. and .Co~fessions: A Question of 
Pact or Question of Law?" (1976) 19 Crim. L.Q. 100. See also 
Kaufman, supra, note 10, 106-112; Hutchinson & Withington, 
"Horvath v. The Queen: Reflections on the Doctrine ofConfes-
sions" (1980) 18 Osgoode Hall L~J. 146. . 

48. Consider the contrast between the notions of .voluntariness in the, 
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law of confessions and· in . the- law underP!:ut IV.l of the Criminal 
Cqde, R.S.C. 1970, c .. G-34,am. by S.C. 1973-74, c, 50 (as am.): 
Goldman.v. The Queen (1979) 51 C.C.C. (2d) 1, 23-24 per McIntyre 
J., 4per.LaskinG.].G. (dissenting); Rosen v. The Queen (1979) 51 
C.C.C. 65, 75 per McIntyre J.,69-70per Laskin C.J.C.' (dissenting). 

49. Subject, 0: course, ,oto the' caveat. that the question of admissibility 
is itselfa question of law or at best one of mixed fact and law: R. 
v. Murakami, supra, note 14; cf. Hobbins v. The Queen, supra, 
note 14 and Hobbins v. The Queen (1980) 54 C.e.C. (2d) 353 (Ont. 
e.A.); R. v. Turgeon, supra, note 14. See also Del Buono, supra, 
,'note 47. 

50. Supra, note 14, 962. 

51. See R. Y. Albrecht, supra, note 40, 288; R. Y. Letendre (1979) 7 
C.R. (3d) 320 (B~C. C.A.). . 

52. Cf. Commissioners of Customs & Excise Y. Har~{1. Power,supra, 
note 20; Deokinanan v. The .Queen, supra, note 35; R. S...!c-Yowler, 
supra,note 45; R. v. Kalashnikoff (1981) 21 C;R. (3d)-Z96 (B.C. 
e.A.). " 

53 .. See D.P;P. v. Ping Lin [1976] A.C. 574 (H.L.). 

54.' This issue was canvassed by the Supreme Court in Horvath V. The 
Qlieen, supra, note 14 and Hobbins v. The Queen; supra,note 14: 
see also R. v.Miller & Cockriell (1975) 24 C.C.e. (2d) 401 (B.C. 
C.A.), aft d [1977]2 S.C.R. 680; 'R. v. Conkle (1978)3 C.R. (3d) 7 
(Alta: S.C., App. DlY~); R. v. Kalashnlkoff, supra, note 52. 

,.....,..,/ , 

55. Hobbins v. The Queen, supra., note 14. See also R. v. Draskovic 
. (197l)5C.C.e.(2d) 186 (Ont. C.A.);8. v.Berger, supra, note 35; 
R . ..;,: Griffin (1981),59 C.C.C. (2d) 503 (Ont. H;C.); SawchYIl v. The 
Queen [1981] 5W.W.R. 207(Alta. C.A.). 

56. See, e.g;, R. v. I~oberts0'ff;:, supra,.note33;R. v: Materi & Ch:rrille 
[1977] 2 W.W.R. 728 (B.C. C.A,), R. v. Puffel, McFall & K,zyma 

,. (1976)31e.C.C. (2d) 81 (Man. C.A.). -- . 

. 57. R. v .. Wray, supra, note 14; cf.Hogan v~' The Queen. [1975] 2 
S.C.R. 574. See alsoR. Y. Demlfrs (1970) 13 C:R.N.S. 33.8 (Que. 
Q.B.); R. v. Letendre, supra, note 43;uR. ' v .. Settee (1975) 29 

. C.R.N.S.I04 (Sask. C.A.); R. v. Louison (1975) 26 C.C.C. (2d) 266 
(Sask. C.A.); R. v .. Turcotte .(1979) 9 C.R,>(3d) 354 (Que. S.C.); R. 
v •. Guetin & Pimpare (1979) 14 C.R. (3d) 1 (Que. S.C.); Cayer v. 
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The Queen;'Sullivan v. The Queen (1980) 16 C.R. (3d) 387 (Que. 
C.A.); R. v. Morin (1980) 64 C.C.C. (2d) 90 (Alta. C.A.); R. v. 
Stefiu~%(1981)23 C.R .. (3d) 389 (Man. Cty. Ct.); R. v. Dinardo 
(1981) 61C.C.C. (2d) 52 (Ont. Cty. Ct.); R. v. Spearman (1982) 70 
C.C.C. (2d) 371 (B.C. C.A.); R. v. Owen (1983) 4 C.C.C. (3d) 538 
.(N.S. S.C., App.Div;). 

C) " 

The assertion in the text must admit of some qualification by virtue 
of s. 24 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part 1, 
Schedule B, Canada Act 1982, 1982, c.n(U.K.) (hereinafter 

'" referred to as the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms). It is 
appropriate to comment very briefly upon ,the relationship between 
the confessions rule and the exclusion of evidence under subs. 24(2) 
of the Charter. The two, .. exclusionary principles are quite distinct. A 
finding of involuntariness does not necessarily follow from a 
constitutional violation; similarly, proof of involuntariness at law 
does not imply a constitutional violation. The facts of a given case 
may coincidentally justify exclusion under either authority, just as 
the rationale for this sanction may to some extent inform both the 

\\ confessions rule and subs. 24(2) of the Charter. In law, however, 
(;J they are quite different rules. 

58. Boudreau v. The King, supra, note 14, distinguishing Gach v. The 
King, supra, note 14. 

59. E.g., R. v. Robertson, supra, note 31; R. v. McLeod (1968) 5 
CJ~ .. N'.S. 101 (Ont. e.A.); R. v. Frank (1969) 8 C.R.N.S. 108 (B.C. 
C.A.); R. y. King, Ga/lipeau & Jariett (1974) 27 C.R;N.S. 303 (Ont. 
C.A.); R. v. Allen (No.3) (1979) 46 e.C.C. (2d) 553 (Ont. H.C.); 
ALward & Mooney v. The Queen, supra, note 14. 

60. See, e.g., R. v. Yensen (1961) 36 C.R. 339 (Ont. H.C.); R. v. 
Wilson (1970) 11 C.R.N.S. 11 (B.C. C.A.); R. v. R. (No. 1) (1972) 9 
C.C.C. (2d) 274 (Ont. Provo Ct.); R. v. M. (1975) 22 C.C.C. (2d) 
344 (Ont. H.C.) .. For further discussion, see Kaufman, supra, note 
1O,ch. 11. It should be noted that the interrogation of young 
persons will in the future be regulated in large measure by the 
Young Offenders Act, S.C. 1980-81-82, c. UO. 

61. Helpardv. The Queen (1979) 10 C.R. (3d) 76 (N.S. App. Diy.): R. 
v. Turcotte, supra, note 57 . 

62. E.g" R. v. Koszulap (1974) 20 C.C.C. (2d) 193 (Ont. C.A.); R. v .. 
Precourt (1977) 36 C.R.N.S.I50 (Ont. C.A.) .. 

63. See R. v. Demenoff, supra, note 43; R. v. Letendre, supra, note 
43. . 
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64. The British ~Dlumbia CDurt)?f~Appeal emphasized the require~ent 
Df a causal lmk between the mduceIJ1ent and the statement in R. v. 
Jackso~ (1977) 34 C.C.C. (~d) 35, where the alleged inducement by 
the .pDlIce was an undertakmg nDt to' charge a pDssible cD-accused. 
WhIle the statement of principle is clear in Jackson, the Court 
f?und ~D Dffence to' the cDncept Df vDiuntariness, thus revea!ingfhe 
sIgnal ImpDrtance Df the facts in each case. 

65. See generally Kaufman, supra,nDte 10, ch. 8.. 

66. Walker v. The King,supra, nDte 2; Marshall v. The Queen supra 
nDte 2. ' . '. ,. , 

67. See; e.g.; R~ v. F~x (1973) 14 C.C.C.(2d) 188 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. 
Slopek (1974) 21 G.C.C. (2d) 362 (Ont.C.A.): contra, R. v. Smith 
(1973) -15 C.C.C. (2d) 113 (Alta. S.C., App. Div.). See also. 
HendersDn, supra, nDte 2. Judicial cDmpulsiDn is quite a different 
matter: see nDte 21 supra. 

68. See RepDrt Df the Task FDrce, supra, nDte9, 180. 

69. Ward v . . TheQueen, supra, nDte 14, 40. See also. the glDSS Dn Ward 
set Dut mNagotcha v. The Queen, supra, nDte 14, per Laskin 
C.J.C. . . 

70. R. v. Santinon(1973) 11 C.C.C. (2d) 121 (B.C. C.A.),apprDved in 
Nagotcha v. The Queen, supra, nDte 14; R. v. Richard (1980) 56 

o C.C.C (2d) 129 (B.C. C.A.). FDr further discussiDnDf this matter 
see HendersDn, "Mental Incapacity and the' Admissibility Df 
Statements" (1980) 23 Crim. L.Q. ~2. . " 

71. This was the positiDn apparently taken by the CDurt in WQi'd Y. The 
Queen, supra, nDte 14; Nagotcha V. The Queen, supl'a, nDte) 14; 
Rothmanv. The Queen, supl:a, nDte 4, 674-675. See also., e:§., R. 
~·t.ferodoutou & Boulangoul'ls(l978) 40 C.C.C. (2d)470 (Ont. Cty. 

72. See R. v. Santinon, supra, nDte 70; R. v. Schl?artz (1973) 13 
C.C.C. (2d) 41 (Opt. C.A.); R. v~. Muise (1974) 22 C.C.C. (2d) 487 
(N.S. S.C., App. Div.). 

73. See McKenna v. The Queen [1961]S.C.R. 660. The analDgy with 
n?n est factum was invDked in the Quebec SUperiDr CDurt in 
CIrcumstances where the accused was incDmpetent to' understand 
the language Df the interrDgatiDn: see R: v. Ilatzopoulos (1980)27 
C.R. (3d) 56; R. v. Torres (1980)27 C;R. (3d) 60. . 
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74. See nDte 71, supra. See also., e.g., R. v. DesLauriers (1~79) 50 . 
, C.C.C. (2d) 572 (B.C. S.C.). 

75. Having dDne sO., the bur~en to' prove vDluntariness, and admissibil-
ity, WDuid remain with the CrDwn. /) 

The text Df subclause 69(2) is this: 

(2) The prosecutiDn is nDt required to' establish that a 
statement referred to' in subsectiDn (1) shDuld be cDnsidered to' 
be that Df the accused unless the accused has discharged an 
. evidential burden with respect to' his physical Dr mental c.DnditiDn 
when he made the statement. 

76. FDllDwing the decisiDn in Horvath v. The Queen, supra, nDte 14, it 
appeared that the CDurt had construed DppressiDn as an indepen
dent element of the vDluntariness rule but subsequent cases, 
especially Rothman, suggest that the CDurt intended no. such 
expansiDn. The issue still appears to' be alive, hDwever, after::'~~\ 
Hobbins v. The Queen, supra, nDte 14, decided after Rothman. 

OppressiDnis, Df CDurse, expressly recDgnizedjn England: Judges' 
Rules (HDme Office Circular No.. 89/1978), principle lee»~. See R. v. 
Fennell (1881) 7 Q.B.D. 147; iCallis v. (Junn [1964] 1 Q.B. 495;R. 
v. PriestLey (19,(56) 50 Cr. App. R: 183 (C.C.A.); R. v. Prager [1972] 
1 All E.R. 1114 (C.A.). 

77. E.g.,R. v. Demers,supra, nDte 57; R. v. Eaton (1978) 39 c.e.c. 
(2d) 455 (Man. C.A.). 

78. E.g., R. v. Koszulap; supra, nDte 62. 

See RepDrt Df the Task Force, supra, nDte'9, 1~183. 
. ..' ~ . 

See R .. N. Thompson, supra, nDte 38; MOnneje v. The Queen, 

79. 

80. 

supra, nDte 19. ~r_ 

81. Thiffault v. The King [1933] S.C.R. 509. The rule is nDt restricted 
to' perSDns inauthDrity: R. v. Wert (1980) 12 C.R. (3d) 254 (B.C. 
C.A.). See also. R. v. Bloomfield, Cormier & Ettinger (1973) 10 
C.C.C. (2d) 398 (N.B. S.C., App. Div.); R. y~ Kacherowski (1977) 
37 C.C.C. (2d) 257 (Alta. S.C.) App. Div.); R.v. Precourt, supra, 
nDte 62; R. v. Conkle, supra, nDte 39. 

, 82. See R. v. Chow, Tai& Limerick (1979) 43 C.C.C. (2d) 215, 224, 
(B.C. c.A.); R. v.~Garfield (1974)'21 C.C.C. (2d) 449. (C.M.A.C.). 
See also R. v. Kacherowski, supra, nDte 81. 
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83. See R. v. Botfield, supra, note 40; R. v. Woodward (1975) 23 
" C.C.C. (2d) 509 (Ont. C.A:). 

84. See R. v. Settee, supra, note 57. 

85. See Kaufman, supra, note 10, 38-41. 

. 86. . E.g., Mentenko v. The King (1951) 12 C.R. 228 (Que. K.B., App . 
Side); R. v. Albrecht, supra, note 38; R. v. Pickett, supra, note 16; 
R. v. Precourt, supra; note 62; Ward v. The Queen, supra, note 14; 
Erven v. The Queen, supra, note 14; R. v. Hape (1980) 61 C.C.C. 
(2d) 182 (Ont. C.A.); R. v. Clow (1982)65 C.C.C. (2d) 407 (P.E.I. 
S.C., App. Div.). 

87. This was the standardco,nsoIidated in R. v. Tho~pson, supra, note 
80 and affirmed in Ibrahim v. The King, supra, note 7. Upon 
reading these cases, however, it is scarcely credible that the learned 
judges sitting on those appeals could have intended affirmative or 
satisfactory proof(~o be equated to mere proof upon probabilities. 
Even if they did, ti would only make sense if this concept were 
accompanied by a broad exculsionary discretion. 

88. In view of the traditional doctrine thatean uncorroborated confes
sion Calf suffice for conviction, this distinction is . of capital 
importanc0. Indeed, without the higher standard, it would be 
theoretically possible to have a conviction upon probabilities. This 
result would b~ contrary to one of the fundamental rules in Anglo
Canadian crimihal jurisprudence. It might, of course, be argued that 
with the lower burden a judge would exact a higher standard in 
cases where the statement provided all or most of the evidence. 
This surely is contrary to the need for certainty and exactitude in 
this area of the law." Moreover, it only affirms that the lower 
standard is tantamount to an inclusionary discretion, and one that is 
predicated upon fluctuating concepts of policy entertained by 
individual judges. 

89. Supra, note 14, 

90. Supra, note 4. 

91. " (1783) 1 Leach 263, 168 E.R. 234. 

92. Ibid. 

93. Ibid., 263-264 (Leach), 234.:235 (E.R.). 

90 
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o 

-i. " , 

.. . ~~ .... v--._ .• ,," .. ~_, ... _~,.,.~",.,,".~. . 
o 

~4. Ibid., 264 (Leach), 235 (E.R.). 

95. Supra, note 14. 

96." Supra, note 32. 

97. Supra, note 14, 287, quoting [1955] A.C. 197, 203 (P.C.). 
(I 

98. Noor Mohamed v. The King [1949] A.C. 182 (P.C.). 

104. Ibid., 280, quoting R. v. Mazerall, supra, note 21. 

105~':Supra, note 4, 660-661, submitted before the Ontario Court of 
'Appeal and reproduced in the opinion of Martland J. 

106. Ibid., 661. 

107. (1978) 42 C.C.C. (2d) 377, 386. 

108. Ibid., 385. 

109. Supra, note 7, 614. 

110. Ibid., 610. 

111. Supra, note 107, 384. 

] 12. Ibid., 385. 

113. Ibid., 389-390. 

114. Ibid., 386, quoting Free'dman, supra, note 42. 

115. Supra, note 4, 666. 
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116. Ibid. 

. ·117. Ibid . 

118. Supra, note 14. 

. 119. Ibid., 400 . 

120. Ibid.; 408. 

121. Supra, note 14. 

122. Ibid.; 40. 

123. Ibid. 

124. Supra, note 4, 671-672. 

125. The latter appears to be the position taken br the Court In 

Nagotcha v. The Queen, supra, note 14. 

126. Supra, note 14. 

127. (1976) 32 C.C.C. (2d) 416, 432 (N.B. S.C., A:pp. Div.), quoted in 
the Supreme Court by ~pence J., supra, note 14; 562 .. 

128. Supra, note 14. 

129.·> Supra, note 14. () 

130. Supra, note 4, 651. 
o 

131. Supra, note 14, 963. 

132. Ward, supra,. note 14, 40. 

133. Supra, note 4, 646-647. ':// 

,. 

134.~o' Ibid., 649. 
!~' 

135. Ibid:J 650-651. 

136. Ibid., 652. 

137. Ibid., 653. 
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138. Ibid., 654. 

139. Ibid., 696. 

140. Law Reform Commission of Canada, Evidence (Ottawa: Informa
tion Canada, 1975). Mr. Justice Lamer was Vice-Chairman of the 
Commission when its Report on Evidence was published. 

141. Marcoux & Solomon v. The Queen [1976] IS.C.R. 763. 

142. SUpra, note 4, 684. 
,:.' 

143 .. R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34, subs. 178. 16(3} (as am.). 

. 144. S.C. 1980-81-82, c. 110, subs. 56(2) . 
. ) 

145. Supra, note 7. 

146. Law-:reform agencies in Australia, England and the United States 
have endorsed this position. 

Australia: Law Reform Commission (Commonwealth), 0 Criminal 
{pvestigation (1975). The Commi~sion's recommendations were 
substantially incorporated in the Criminal Investigation Bill, 1977; 
which was tabled but later died on the order paper. A simihtr bill', 
the Criminal Investigation Bill, 1981, was introduced in Parliament 
but it too died with the dissolution of Parliament before the recent 
et~ction. o. 0 .'. Ii 

·i.~r 

England: Royal Commission on Criminal Procedur~, Repor{, Cmnd 
8092 (1981). As .a result of ,th.is Report, the Home Officei'ele\~sed 
Draft codes of practice for the [rcatmlmt, questioning and 
identification of· persons o' suspected of. cliime (November, 1982). 
Codes of this kind would be promulgated by· the Home Secretary 
under statu,tQry authority'l,and they' wculdthus not be instruments 
of ordinary legisiaJion. Nevertheless, a comprehensive bill that 
covers many aspects of police powers and Qprocedures, entitled the 
RoUce and Criminal Evidence Bill, was introduced.in Parliament on 
h November 1982. At the time of Writing, thise;bill had not been 
passed. 

United States: American Law Institute, Model Code of Pre
arraignment Procedure (Washington, 1975l.No sta~e has yet 
adopted this code. 

o 
147. See Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c~ C.,34, s. 448 (as am.). 

o 
93 
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4 ~ 1 8. See Rothman v. The Queen, supra, note 4, 654, per Estey J.; s,ee , 
also Ratushny, supra, note 10, 97. " -, 

149. R.S.C. 1910, c. C'::34. 

I.) 

469. (1) When the evidence of the witnesses called on the 
part .of the prosecution has been taken down and, where required 
by this Part, has been read, the justice shall address theoaccused 
as follows or to the like effect: " 

I~' J 

Having heard the evidence, do you wish to say anything in 
answer to the charge? You are not bound to say anything, but 
whatever you do say will be taken down in writing and may be 

, given in evidence",against you at yo'ur trial. You must clearly 
understand that you have nothing to pope from any promise of 
favour and nothing to fear from any threat that may have been 
held o~t ~~ yo~ to induce you to, make any adm:{ssionor 
confessIon of gu*, but whatever you now say may be given in 
evidence against you at your trial notwithstanding the promisp" or 
th . ~ 
re~. D • 

It should be noted, however, that the Government proposes the 
repefll of s. 469 by clause 200bof Bill S-33. 

\. ~! 

150. See Ratushny, supra, note 10, 191-254. ",. 

151. Committee on Correctiqns, Report: Toward Unity, Criminal Justice 
(' and Corrections (Ottawa: Information Canada, 1969): 

II 152 0 t" RIC " . M .) " . n apo, oya ommlSSlon mto etropohtan Toronto Police 
Practices, Report (Toronto, 1976). ,'" n 

, " 

!.',' 'Pi" \'j 

153. CommissIon .of Inquiry concerriipg Certa{n Activities of tbe "Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police, FreeJq,tn and Se,curiiy under, the Law, 

G Se~ond Report (Ottawa: Minist[y of~cSupply and ServiCes, 1981). 

:::: ::::: :::: ::~. \\\, .. '". 
~rt~, 

"',) 1/ 

"\,\\, 
156. Supra, note 32. 

157. Supra, note 9, 115. 

<~v <I 
158. R~'S.C. 1970, c. C-34 (as am.). 

159. Supra. note 9, 514 (Appendix 1). 

o 94 
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160. [1970] S.C.R. 46. 

161. [1980] 1 S.C.R. 471. 

162. See R. v. Biron [1976] 2 S.C.R. 56, 77 per de Grandpre J., 
D 

163 . 

concurring. 
v',;:> 

In R. v. Dedman, supra, nqte 3, the Ontario Court of Appeal ruled 
that voluntary submission t6' the signals of a peace officer obviates 
any issue of compulsion, and that in such circumstances the 
question of detention does noL ~lise. The case is, at the time of 
(,(writing, on appeal before the Supreme Cou,rt of C'1nada. , 

164. This analysis, which was developed,in preliminary versions of this 
Working Paper, was recently endorsed by Mr. Justice T~llis for a 
majority &1:" the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in R. v., Therens 
(1983) 33 C.R. (3d) 204, 222 (on appeal to the Supreme Court of 
Canada). 

165. S.C':~ 1980-81-82, c.ll0. 
>,:'\ 

I! 

166. See, inj!"a. 

167. See text at note 25 and cases Cited therein. ' 

168. 384 U.S. 436 (1966). 
o 

169. 446 U.S. 291, 300-301 (1980) (footnotes. omitted). 

170. SUpra, no(e 14. 

In. "Supra, note 14. (I, 
0 

172. Supra, note 14. 

173. For further discussion, see Williams, "The Authentication of 
"Statements to the Police>l [1979] Crim. L.R. 6; Great Britain, 
Home Office, Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure, Police 
Interrogation: Tape Recording/?Research Study No. 8 (London: 
H.M.S.O., 1980). " 

174.
0 

Supra, nclie 9, 89-191; see also p. 513, para~. (x) and (y): 

175. Ibid., 190-191. 
o 

176. Ibid., 
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177. 

o i.\ 

. .' ·:·~l· , Ii, 
; . I iI 

'supra,. note 7, 610-611.. S. ee a.Iso. su\?s!l178;16(2) of the' Criminal 
Code, RS.C. 1970,. c. C-34 (as. am.). ~.!: 

178. Supra, note 4, 643-659, esp, 658-659. 
~\ 

179. Supra, note 9, 231. 

181. 

Supra;, ~bte 146,~ara. 4.130, p. 115. 'In this passage the 
CommISSIon summanzes' arguments advanced by A. • J. Ashworth in 

. "Exc1uding1Evidence as .t='rotectingRights·" p97~rCrim. L.R. 723. 

Supra, note 4~ o : 

182. See ibid., 657 per Estey J., dissenting (Laskin C.J.G. btmctimng 
therein). 
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Appendix A 
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[SeefRecommendation 15] 

RECORD OF STATEMENT 

Name ................................................................................. . 

Address ............ ; .•.. : ............................................................. . 
;'" t') 

l.a) At the time of nlaking this statement;: was the person named 
above detained or in custody? ............................ (Yes/No) 

b) It'yes, for what reason? .. ; ............................................. . 
• Ii" .... ,. ... ,. ............ ,. ,. .. ,. ......... ,. ,. . '," ....... ,. ,. ,. ............ ,. ~ ... ,. . ,. .... ,. ........ . 

, 
2. a) At the time of making this statement, was the person naIJ1ed 

above charged with the' commission of a criminal 
offence? ........ , ................................................. (Yes/No) 

b) If yes, specifyoffence,date and time of charge .............. : .. 
.. • • • • • • • e.' .............. ~ \II ••• - ••••••• ' ••• ~ •• ,I ••••••• '0' o .•... " • io • ~ •••• " ........... o· ............ .. 

" ....... ,I ...... ' ............ ~ ......... ~ ..... ' .1. c: .... ~' .............. '0 .......... II .' ............. ~ ........ '..- ~ '0 ' ............ " ........ "s .......... ',. 

3. If the person named above was not charged with a criminal 
offence Qrin custody, specify ~hel'eason for which that person 
'was questioned .....•.......................... ~ ................................ . 

(, " 
s'" ..... '0" .. ' ..... I,e ,,~ ..... lit. .................... " .................. II .. ' .... ,' ............................. o .............................. 0 .............. .. 

4. a) . Did the person named above request the assistance of 
'" I? . ' . (Y /~T_ .,) counse.. . ......................... ' .. ~ . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..... . . . . ......... eS}"<iIo 

b) Was coun.selpresent at the time of questioning? 
' .................. ~ ............................... , .................. ; .... (Yes/No) 
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Appendix B 

The following clauses in Bill S':33 are relevant to the discussion 
in this Working Paper. All are extracted from, Part III of the Bill, 
entitled' "Rules of Admissibility". ' 

1. The general rule 

II. 'Hearsay 

,,22.(1) Relevant evid~nce is admis
sibie unless,it is excluded pursuant to 
the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms, this Act or any other Act or 
law, and evidence that is not relevant is 
hot admissible,' 

'(2) The court may, exclude evi
dencethe admissibility' of which is 
tenuous; 'the ,probative force of which is 

, ttifling in relation to, the main issue and 
'the, adinission otwhich would be 
gravely prejudicial to a party. 

, ' . . 

. " ' ' .' 

A. Exceptions where availability of declarant '0,,, testimony is 
immaterial' " " 

62.(l) The following statements, .are 
admissible to, prove the truth of the 
matter asserted:. 

,[paras, (a) - (e) omitted] 
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(j) a statement as to the physical 
condition. of the declarant at .the 
time the statement was made, in
cluding a statement as to. the dura- . 
tion but not as to the cause of that . 
condition;. 

(g) a statement, made prior to the 
occurrence of a fact in issue, as to 
the state of mind or emotion of the 
declarant at the time the statement 
was made; 

(h) a spontaneous' statement made 
in . direct reaction to' a startling 
event percei ved or apprehended by 
the declarant; 

(i)_a statement' describing or ex
plaining an ev~nt observed or an 
act performed by the declarant . , 
made spontaneously at the time the 

. event or act occurred; . 

[paras~ (j) and (k) omitted] 

B. Statements of accuSed 
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63. ' .. In this section and sections 64 
to 70, . w. 

"person in authority" means a person 
'havingiiuthority~over=the'-acc5trse(fln- o~~~= ~= 

relation to a criminal proceeding or a 
person who the accused could reason-

cably have believed had that authority; 
"voluntary" ,in relation to a statement, 
means that the statement was not 
obtained byfear of prejudice Or hope of 
advantage exercised or held out by a 
person in authority. . C 

64. A statement,other than one 
. to which paragraph 62(1)(f), (g), (h) or 

(i) applies, that is niadeby an accused 
to a person in authority is not admis-

1, 

~ . r 
! 

.. ( 

sible at the instance of the prosecution 
at a trial or preliminary inquiry unless 
the prosecution, in a voir dire,. satisfies 
the court on a balance of probabilities 
that the statement was voluntary. 

65. In' a voir dire held under 
section 64, the" accused shall not be 
questioned as to the truth of his state
ment by the court or any adverse party. 

66. The fact that a statement was 
required to be made under compUlsion 
of statute shall not be considered in the 
determination of whether the statement 
was voluntary. 

67. In determining whether a 
statement was voluntary, the court may 
consider the contents of the statement. 

68. The accused may make an 
admi'B'sion that his statement was vol
untary for the purpose of dispensing 
with a voir dire. 

69.(1) A statement otherwise ad
missible under section 64 shall not be 
received in evidence where the physidll 
or mental Ii condition of the accused 
when he made the statement was such 

I,~ __ .~'C=~=O~",,~._._==~."~=~,=-.c==~=H=.= =that=it·· should;: not·'be"considefed'-to-~be 
his statement. 

o (2)Tq,e prosecution is not required 
to establish that a statement referred to 
in subsection (1) should be considered 

. to be that of the accused unless the 
acq,lsed has' discharged an evidential 
burden with respect to his physical or 
mental condition when he made the 
statement. 

7~.Where an accused in making 
a statement was unaware that he was 
dealing with a person in authority, the 
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statement shall be treated as having 
been made to a, person other than a 
person in authority. 

71. 'Where a statement is admit
ted in evidence at a preliminary in
quiry 1 the evidence adduced by the 
prosecution at the voir dire OIi the 

"~admissibility of' the statement shall, 
without further proof, form part of the 
evidence in the preliminary inquiry. 

72. A statement ruled inadmis.,. 
sible under section 64 is not rendered 
admissible in whole or in part by the 
subsequent finding of confirmatory real 
evidence within the meaning of section 
160, but evidence is admissible to show 
that the real evidence, was found as a' 
result of, the statement or that the 

" accused knew of the nature,location or 
condition of the real evidence. 
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